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Thank you for your article about
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attitudes will not solve many of
the problems associated with what
would be more appropriately called
our mental illness system.
Our current system overlooks the very real
danger of medicalizing social problems, and,
in turn, medicating children. None of these
medications have been tested on children and
little is known about their long term effects on
growing brains.
While a non-partisan all party report on
mental health is a political accomplishment,
there have been umpteen reports at provincial
and federal levels all stating the same things.
Repeatedly. Ad nauseam. Additionally, all
the mental health services in the world will
not address the major problems faced by
people with mental health conditions. Poverty,
unemployment, and lack of affordable housing
all contribute to poor mental health.
Over 80% of people with severe mental illness
are unemployed and living in poverty. A true
recovery based mental health plan would look
at the social determinants of health: genetic
predisposition for serious mental illnesses
such as schizophrenia accounts for a mere
10% of causation.
We must focus outwardly on social relations,
and be less preoccupied with broken brains.
All the medication in the world never gave
anyone love, work, and belonging. One
approach to dealing with the need for hospital
beds is to increase the number of acute care
psychiatry beds in general hospital sites
across the province. This would affirm the
prevailing view that mental illness is an illness
like any other.
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A secure facility should be constructed in St.
John's for those patients who are involved
with the justice system either for fitness
to stand trial assessments or for the tiny
minority of people who have been found Not
Criminally Responsible due to Mental Disorder
(NCR), or for more specialized programs such
as addictions or eating disorder treatment.
We do not want a replication of that Victorian
hellhole known colloquially as the "Bowring
Park Hotel." Remember, the vast majority
of people with mental illness never commit
crimes, and in fact, are more likely to be
victimized due to their vulnerability. Some
solutions that would decrease the number of
people trying to access emergency psychiatry
beds would be to establish a non-medical
community based crisis centre with short
stays and a mobile crisis service available 24
hour days. The Gerstein Centre in Toronto is
an excellent example of this.
We also need more investment in mental
health services such as user run social
enterprises and groups. We have shown again
and again that people with lived experience
know how to do this, and do it well.
Increasingly, research led by and for service
users is being undertaken and is considered
valuable knowledge. We are the experts in
our lives, and it is time for policy makers and
clinicians to respect us.
There is next to nothing in the All Party Report
addressing the everyday discrimination faced
by people with mental health problems or
illnesses. It is commonplace to hear that
someone is "off their meds" as a way to mock
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or discredit
them. People
with mental illness are
regularly portrayed as "psycho"
killers or tragic victims in the press. We are
not afflicted; we live with a disability or a
difference. We do not have "special needs."
Our needs are universal. A safe place to live.
Meaningful work. Family and friends. Some
money in the bank.
Research undertaken by the Mental Health
Commission of Canada has shown that medical
professionals are among the worst offenders
when it comes to discriminatory attitudes and
perpetuating stigma. We are regularly seen
as lacking credibility, less than human, and
often are treated with disdain when in hospital.
People do not realize we may be held against
our will, restrained, secluded, and forcibly
injected. We need a mental health advocate
hired by government working at arm's length
to look at systemic issues.
That the Waterford continues to operate is
a potent symbol of the discrimination we
face merely because we have mental health
disabilities. We can build a shiny new hospital,
but without rights protections, access to
information, and services designed by and
for people who actually use services, the
old attitudes will move into the new facility.
And there will be another report in ten years
echoing the current one. Or, to put it more
succinctly: Close the Waterford, It's Not Fit!
— ANDREA WHITE
Organizer with Mad Pride on the Rock, and Board
Member, Community Coalition for Mental Health

check out
page 14!

Nadine Hodder is our latest, stellar design intern from CNA. Hit up page
14 for her contact details and bio, then stick her in your Rollodex, stat.
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The Push For Midwifery in
Newfoundland and Labrador
BY EVA CROCKER

On May 16th, the Minister of Health and Community Services,
John Haggie, announced that a midwifery consultant has been
recruited to help implement regulated midwifery into the provincial
health care system. Gisela Becker will begin work as the Provincial
Midwifery Consultant in September of 2017.
Regulations around midwifery in Canada vary according to province and territory. In British
Columbia, Alberta, and Manitoba midwifery has been regulated for close to twenty years,
whereas in P.E.I. midwifery remains unregulated. Implementing regulated midwifery into the
provincial health care system will give more mothers access to licensed professionals who
provide care and advice during pregnancy, labour, and postpartum. This advice can cover
everything from antenatal care to preparation for parenthood, and sometimes touches on the
mother’s sexual or reproductive health. Midwives will assist with births at a hospital, a health
clinic, or in the mother’s own home. They will also visit mothers and newborn babies in their
home after the birth and continue to offer care for up to six weeks. Newfoundland and Labrador
began implementing regulated midwifery into the provincial health care system in April 2016
and some people are frustrated by how long the process is taking.
On May 5th, 2017, several women marked International day of Midwifery by posting photos
of their newborn babies with the caption “I support midwifery in NL” and the hashtag
#isupportmidwiferynl. Many tagged Minister Haggie in the posts on Facebook and Twitter. This
social media campaign was meant to put pressure on the provincial government to speed up
the implementation process.
Newfoundland-based doula, Hope Jamieson Baggs posted a photo of her daughter on
International Day of Midwifery with a caption explaining that for her, the need to implement
midwifery into the provincial healthcare system is about giving women more agency over their
birthing experiences. “I gave birth in hospital; it is not, given options, what I would have chosen to
do, and the experience was not what I had hoped for. As a doula and a feminist, I want families,
and in particular birthing people, to have agency over where and how they bring their babies into
the world, ” Jamieson Baggs wrote. "Our government needs to take action to implement access
to midwifery care in this province for so many reasons, but chief among them is the deep need to
birth with a feeling of security and trust, whatever model of care they choose.”
As Provincial Midwifery Consultant, Gisela Becker will be working with government this fall to
begin designing a service delivery model and to develop policies. Becker is a practicing midwife
who has worked internationally and in several locations across Canada including Nunavut,
Alberta, Quebec, and the Northwest Territories.
Her research focuses on rural and remote midwifery care, maternity services for
vulnerable populations, and midwifery in Canada. She has extensive experience working
in rural and remote areas and working with collaborative
maternity care. “My ministerial mandate includes the
implementation of regulated midwifery in the public health care
system. I am pleased to announce Ms. Becker will guide our
province in this regard. She possesses extensive experience and
insight; I look forward to working with her as we move towards
bringing the valuable practice of midwifery to Newfoundland and
Labrador families,” Minister Haggie said.
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Stuck between
The Rock and
a Hard Place
MusicNL Sets Sights
on Exporting More
Local Music
BY SANDY MAY

In no other province or
territory in Canada is music so
closely associated with a place
and people as Newfoundland
and Labrador.
The geographical isolation, short days,
and harsh weather lend themselves to
A). Going mad, or B). Getting on with it;
stopping in on friends, picking up whatever
instrument’s in the corner, or plunking
yourself down at their piano with a cup of
tea, or something stronger.
It’s not surprising music would be so
tightly woven into the cultural fabric of
Newfoundland and Labrador, yet the laws of
nature almost always render our strengths
our weaknesses. The province’s isolation
certainly makes for a rich, well-known
musical reputation throughout the country,
but that same isolation makes it the rare
individual Newfoundland musician who is
well-known off the island.
A recognition of the gap between talent and
opportunity spurred artists, enterprise, and
industry professionals to found MusicNL
over 2 decades ago. The organization has
provided millions of dollars in support
to the music industry, and professional
development over the years. It’s upcoming
25th anniversary provided an opportunity
to reflect on the success of Newfoundland
musicians, but also the distinct challenges
Newfoundland continues to face in a music
industry that’s shifted dramatically over the
course of the last 25 years.

however, is the challenge of growing a
fanbase amongst a sea of independent
artists, with regular, sustained touring
being the tradeoff. For Newfoundland
musicians the challenges of touring aren’t
simply about the physical and financial task
of getting off the island (with instruments,
merchandise, and bandmates, no less),
but accessing the kinds of resources, like
managers, publicists, and booking agents,
that make for a successful tour.
MusicNL Marketing and Communications
Director Rebekah Robbins acknowledges:
“Newfoundland artists need a leg up on
the world stage...we’re always looking
for ways to help our members overcome
the geographic barriers of living on an
island.” In recognition of these challenges,
MusicNL will roll out its new Export
Ready Program Programming for 2017’s
MusicNL week in the fall.
The program is particularly focused
on bridging gaps in industry support:
management, labels, and publicists, for
example. "We’re trying to bridge that
gap by providing good training and rich
opportunities to members who are export
ready or are on the cusp of being export
ready.” Export ready-members will not
only have the opportunity to showcase
in front of a (highly selected) audience
whose express purpose is to book them
into gigs all over Canada, the US, and
Europe, but also avail of targeted training
opportunities. Robbins cites a “bootcamp”
of sorts for selected showcasers: lessons
(and homework) on how to approach and
conduct yourself with buyers, and what
materials musicians should have developed
for these encounters. And because so few
Artist Managers exist in the province, the
new program loosens the requirement for
export-ready artists to already have their
support teams in place.

Technology has certainly made it easier
for artists, geographically isolated or
otherwise, to create and release music
without industry backing. The flipside

When most acts wrap up tours in Montreal
or Halifax, it’s clear there are logical
challenges to playing here, no matter
how fondly associated the province is
with music. If the challenges are great
for touring musicians from away, they’re
even more pronounced for Newfoundland
musicians trying to stand out on the world
stage. In their 25th year, MusicNL promises
to continue identifying and removing these
barriers for Newfoundland artists with the
2017 Export Ready Program.
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SNOFF: DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
IN NEWFOUNDLAND
& LABRADOR

The Cusp of
a “Budding”
Industry: Former
Fish Plant to
be NL’s First
legal Marijuana
Production
Facility.
BY DAVID KEATING
After a four-year odyssey
of ongoing Health Canada
applications, as well as
a major refit of the local
fish plant, Bond Rideout appears
to be ahead of the pack in ushering in
the province’s first legally produced
bud. Quietly, plans for Newfoundland
and Labrador’s first medical marijuana
production facility have been taking shape
in the Placentia Bay community of Fair
Haven since 2013. Despite the under
wraps nature of the process to date, local
residents of the area have been tuned
into the developments for a while. “It’s
the worst kept secret,” says Rideout.
“Everyone knows what we’re doing.”
Rideout first purchased the Fair Haven fish
plant in 2006 and developed a successful
export business focused on specialty
seafood products. After a downturn in the
American market, he started thinking about
other possibilities for the facility. Now, as
NL Medicorp is working through the Health
Canada application process, Rideout’s
operation is positioned to be one of only 33
licensed producers across Canada, with the
nearest operations to Fair Haven located in
PEI and New Brunswick.
Installation security, as well as the
security of a rural location, has been part
of the appeal of the Fair Haven location
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for approving bodies. “In Fair Haven,
everyone knows everyone,” says Rideout.
“If a car were to come to the community
that’s not from the community, everyone
would know. That’s a level of security that
supersedes even what Health Canada put in
place because you really can’t buy that type
of security.”
Between 20 and 40 people, not including
NL Medicorp’s laboratory services, will
be employed at peak production. “You’re
looking at 40 high paying jobs, basically,”
says Rideout. Rendering capacity at the
15,000 sq. ft. facility will be approximately
500 pounds per two weeks, with further
plans for a 40,000 sq. ft. facility in the works.
For Rideout, creating a
marijuana-based product
for the treatment of
conditions like epilepsy and
glaucoma, as well as for
pain management, is the
real opportunity. “The money
is not in the dried cannabis.
The money is in the secondary and
tertiary products you make from the oils nutraceuticals, the pharmaceutical.”
Despite the looming promise of
legalization of marijuana across Canada,
Rideout’s focus remains on the export of
medical marijuana.“I personally believe
there's going to be a lot of people who
lose money in the marijuana industry by
going after the legalization thing,” says
Rideout. “We’re exporters here first. If you
start a business in Newfoundland, you
should have an export strategy before you
have a bank account or you’re dead in the
water before you start.”
If, as Rideout asserts, marijuana-growing
operations like the one in Fair Haven
represent a whole new potential industry
for rural Newfoundland& Labrador, it
appears the governing Liberal party has
taken notice. Reached for comment,
Mark Browne, the MHA for the Fair Haven
area, said: “This initiative is on the leading
edge of this emerging industry. Economic
diversification is key if we are to put
our rural economy on a sound footing,
and diversification can come in many
forms. We need more investment in our
communities and anytime we see this in
rural areas is positive news."
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Record-Breaking Robotics
Promises Province More Cash
from our Crab Industry
Though we’re a province known
for cod, snow crab are serious
drivers of our fisheries and
economy. The landed value
of shellfish in 2016 was $568
Million (48% of which from
snowcrab), while the landed

The Canadian Centre for Fisheries Innovation
came up with the idea of creating the world’s
first robotic system for butchering crab. They
assembled a crackerjack team by combining
forces of both the College of the North Atlantic
(CNA) and the Marine Institute’s Centre for
Aquaculture and Seafood Development (CASD),
raised the money, and managed the project.

CNA and CASD provided the expertise of
their staff and facilities, and Ocean Choice
combined (cod, turbot, herring,
international was the industry partner,
capelin, etc) was $139 million.
for funding and industry knowledge. The
technology is currently undergoing a patenting
There is big money crab, but we’re not
process, and the cell they demonstrated in
maximally cashing in on it. There was a time
May, during Innovation Week, has had all 42
when we sold canned and frozen crab meats
claims of uniqueness accepted. The hope is to
into global markets that were hungry for
master the final stage of their 3-step process,
it, but our costs to produce those products
and see the robo-butcher put to work in the
yielded a product that is not competitively
province. “CCFI’s fundamental mandate is to
priced for today’s global market, rendering
make the capabilities of academic institutions
our venture unviable.
available to the aquaculture, fishing, and fish
processing industry sectors, to help them
Since being forced out of the global
take advantage of opportunities and solve
marketplace for extracted crab meat,
problems,” said Robert Verge, managing
|we’ve resorted to selling only crab
director of CCFI. “We began thinking
“sections,” in other words, instead
about this project in 2010, with the
of extracting the crab meat, we
overall objective of increasing
sell halved crabs (the claws
the value we get from our
and legs), into two markets:
crab resources. This worldCCFI came up with
the US and China.
leading ‘smart’ butchering
|the idea of creating
technology is a major part of
the world’s first
The US get the more
a system we are designing to
robotic system for
attractive and retail-friendly
do that.”
butchering crab.
sections, for sale in food
stores and restaurants, where
The robo-butcher does things
meat extraction is done by chefs,
we humans cannot do in a practical
delis, or consumers. China get the less
way; properly extracting crab meat by hand
attractive (slightly broken or barnacle-covered)
is extremely arduous, and the Chinese plants
crab, where they extract the meat in plants,
that do it use tweezers under UV light to do
and re-export into other markets, mainly
it tediously correct. So this tech would not be
Japan, but also Europe and the US.
replacing real live human jobs, as there really

value of groundfish and pelagics

Cracking back into the crab market with
frozen/canned products in today’s marketplace
would require some truly futuristic, brilliant,
and innovative work in robotic automation.
That brilliant work has been done, was years
in the making, and is groundbreaking on a
global scale.
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aren’t any plant workers extracting crab meat
for export here now.
Here’s to hoping this technology one day gets
adapted to a kitchen gadget for personal
use at home, because it’s definitely an act of
precision science to wrestle that sweet treat of
crab meat out of its shell.
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Martin now MUN

BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

Walking the dog
In the same week I heard on the radio
that the key to health was, “owning a dog
and a good pair of walking shoes” an old
pal, his middle age heft increasing, reported

OUR AIR IS
CLEAN, THE VIEWS
INSPIRING, FEW ON
EARTH HAVE AS MANY
ENCHANTING
OPTIONS
AFOOT.

BY CHRIS DONALDSON

being prescribed a hound by his family doctor.
That walking, more than a diet of mashed flax and booboo berries, or twelve hours a
week at the gym on the glute-jammer, is the key to health, and that a restless mutt in
the house is one of the few things that will guarantee you’ll do so should be news to
no one. Less understood is how a dog will show you how a walk is properly done and
further, if you heed its canine ways, how your mental health will improve as much as
your cardiovascular prospects with each step you take.
The first lesson is that every walk, even along a commonly trodden way, is new. In fact,
monitoring the subtle changes in a daily route can be more meditative than breaking
new trail. Dogs never tire of the same route because it is never the same walk.
The walk itself should be everything, done for its own sake, not for exercise, not out of
obligation and definitely never to get somewhere. That you might have a destination is
not a concern, but needing one doesn’t work. The experience is about what you take
in; simple sights, sounds, and smells. Walking in company is fine and conversation (the
quality of which is improved by perambulation), is no hazard. But nothing will sort your
head quite like a stroll with only your dog for company.
Checking your phone is pretty much the only thing that can completely and irretrievably
shag up a good walk. If you’re going to fixate on your devices you might as well be home
in your pyjamas as out in the country.
The matter of “a good pair of walking shoes” is complicated on the Avalon.
You require high rubber boots, “Bayman-Go-Fasters” we used to say, to contend with
the muck and the melt-swollen brooks and the snow and slush. These are rarely
comfortable or flattering. A tall and slender woman can look smart in leggings and a
pair of Hunters but any doughy dude north of 20 years in rubber boots and track pants
invariably has a “between gigs” aspect.
You will, sometime in our beastly seasons, find yourself facing a path of water-covered
ice as slick as motor oil and calculate you must crawl lest you go off on your arse. You
need, as dogs demonstrate, claws on your footwear.
We are blessed in this foggy burgh with the urban pedestrian routes the Johnson
Foundation restored and maintain and the genius of the East Coast Trail on our margins.
Our air is clean, the views inspiring, few on earth have as many enchanting options afoot.
Diogenes The Cynic said “it is solved by walking.” Considering Newfoundland and
Labrador’s current cargo of mindbenders we should all be taking to shanks’ mare.
By other means we have a tendency to go in circles.
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When Will Our Government Stop
Throwing People under Busses
as Distraction?

FOOD & DRINK

We get it, the province is in
a bad place financially, and
the only way the Liberal
Government could be bothered
to fix it is through cuts. But
they don’t have to be an
asshole about it.
Seems like every time this government
drops a budget, they simultaneously stir
up media attacks on someone who seems
overpaid, to distract the easily embittered
public from the real issues.
When Ball’s government dropped its
hugely unpopular austerity budget in 2016,
it immediately drew attention to Nalcor’s
mismanagement of Muskrat Falls and
the wild salary of Ed Martin, throwing
him under a bus, and for what? Nothing
changed: his replacement is still overpaid,
and the project is still struggling.
But the media-manufactured Ed Martin
“scandal” did what the Ball government
presumably hoped it would: it took the heat
off them and placed the ire on Ed Martin and
Muskrat Falls, despite the reality that Martin
was paid what people in Martin’s position
are paid all across the country. Jeffrey
Lyash of Ontario Power Generation took
home roughly $1.2 million in 2016.
Cue to 2017’s budget drop, and the Ball
government is at it again. The Liberal
government cut funding to MUN, more than
anyone anticipated, and Minister Byrne
cited isolated frivolous MUN expenditures
to encite students (and local media) to turn
on MUN’s administration over its misspending. And once again it worked: no one
is talking about our government cutting
funding to MUN, forcing them to hike tuition
and fees as a consequence of the cut.
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It’s proof that we live in a culture of
demonization these days. It’s easier to hate
a person than the faults in a complicated,
grander system of elitism. So that’s what we
do. And on media’s end, it makes for better
headlines and simpler articles too. Why
spend time researching if MUN operates
differently than other universities, when
inciting rage in the masses earns you so
much social media reaction?
It’s insane what MUN’s president gets
paid, but the real news piece is that MUN
president Gary Kachanoski is paid what
other university presidents are paid. Crazy,
right? Why? Why do we allow it?
Well, capitalism. Those wild salaries
have nothing on what CEOs of big
corporations are paid, and that is precisely
why university presidents are paid so
handsomely: a president’s pay package
must be big enough to attract qualified
candidates away from other sectors that
pay big bucks. CEOs in oil or at banks are
being paid in the millions.
So the fact is, MUN had to offer president
Kachanoski a wild salary because across the
board, that’s what people expect to make to
run a spot like MUN. It’s not right, but it’s not
Kachanoski’s doing. Lob his head off, and
someone else will take his place with the
same pay: See the Ed Martin Incident.
If you have an issue with that, attack our
elitist system, in a productive manner
that enacts change, instead of fruitlessly
directing rage at MUN’s president. Elitism
has run wild, but we’re pointing the fingers
at the people benefiting from it (Ed Martin,
Kachanoski) not the system that created
it. Doing that has gotten us nowhere since
the dawn of capitalism in the 1400s. Let’s
remember what started the recent attention
on MUN’s spending habits: our government
cut 11.9 million from MUN’s operating grant.
How about some public ire over that, too?
THE ARTS
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Checking in with Last
Year’s Winner
of The Overcast’s
Albedo Grant
The Overcast’s $12,500
Albedo Grant is available for
entrepreneurs, organizations,
or artists looking to kickstart
a dreamjob or launch their
operation to new heights.
Last year’s winner was a simple, clever,
and vital idea, of benefit to the future of
Newfoundland & Labrador: our children. The
$12,500 went to Amanda Bulman’s idea for
a School Lunch Association “After School
Culinary Program.” Now known as Yes, Chef!,
what started out as an after school program
became part of the regular school curriculum
for elementary school kids at Hazelwood
Elementary!
Yes, Chef! teaches these young students
about food systems and cooking. “Every
Wednesday,” Bulman says, “I work with over
eighty grade four/five students. We make a
recipe each week and I bring in guests who
work in local food systems.”
So far, the kids have met local farmers, chefs
from Mallard Cottage and Reluctant Chef,
dieticians, and Chelsea Foley from Agriculture
in the Classroom. Bulman says, “The kids
have learned about  seeds, vegetables, fruits,
farming, procedural writing, healthy living,
but mostly we focus on having fun and getting
creative with food. By far, the most popular
day was when we made seaweed salad from
locally foraged seaweeds.”

WIN

closely with Agriculture in the Classroom and
visited with the grade threes at St. Matthews
school. “We’ve made recipes based on the
foods that they are currently growing in their
little green thumbs classrooms. We’ve done
kale pesto, salsas, etc. It’s awesome to see
the kids getting involved and excited about
growing and cooking food.”

Kickstart
Your Dream Job

FOOD & DRINK

Giving kids a hands-on experience learning to
grow, harvest, and cook healthy foods, and in
Amanda’s words, to get them excited about it,
is an amazing contribution to our community
and the next generation of Newfoundlanders,
especially given all the grim stats around
unhealthy eating in our province (the average
Canadian eats nearly twice as many fruits and
veggies than we do in Newfoundland!)
As well, a recent Stats Can study revealed
that rates of obesity, high blood pressure, and
diabetes have increased, while consumption
of healthy foods has gone down between
2003 and 2013. Our poor health comes at a
cost to our government’s finances. Per capita
healthcare spending in NL is higher than
other provinces.
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Towards Your
Grand Idea!

or Launch a Project
to New Heights

Yes, Chef is still evolving as an idea and
concept, she says, “but it feels great to see
cooking and creativity in schools.”

Crafting a better relationship with food will
do wonders to better our relationship with
food, and that’s just as good for our health as
it is for our province’s bottom line. Now that
we’re a foodie city, it’s great to see programs
like Yes, Chef! use all our expertise to get
There does still remain an after school program
kids food conscious and food competent.
as well. Yes, Chef! offers free
The program is also planting seeds for better
cooking classes at the Blackmarsh
food security on our island – if cut
Dominion twice a month for kids
off from the outside world, your
attending Hazelwood. “During
neighbourhood Sobeys &
Apply Now!
our last class we made black
Dominion would be without
bean salsa, red pepper
groceries on their shelves in
THE 2017
hummus, homemade crackers,
under a week, so it’s great to
DEADLINE IS
corn fritters, and raspberry
see
kids learning where their
JUNE 12TH
sorbet with honey.” In recent
food comes from and how to
months, Bulman has also worked
grow and harvest their own!
NEWS & OPINIONS
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The Overcast’s $12,500 Albedo Grant is available for
entrepreneurs, organizations, or artists looking to kickstart a
dreamjob or launch their operation to new heights.
Its 3 sponsors, Dean MacDonald, John O'Dea, and the Keeping family, will judge
your submissions, and grant $12,500, no strings attached, to a winner. Previous
submissions have included everything from locally forged chef knives or local
breweries, to luxury campgrounds, concert series, and donut shops. Whatever
your mind can whip up that's worthy of investment is eligible, but there's an
emphasis on benefit to the community you'll operate out of.
2015's Winner: The Autism Society’s “Mobile Gardening Unit”
2016's Winner: The School Lunch Association’s “After School Culinary Program”

Apply Now!
To apply, send a brief, 1- or 2-page description of your idea to
submissions@theovercast.ca. Yes, a 1- or 2-page description. If you
really have a handle on your idea, you can present why it’s a great idea,
how it can benefit the community, and how you will execute it in 2 pages
or less. The sponsors will follow up if they have subsequent questions.
A shortlist of 5 will be presented during the last week of June 2017, and
the winner will be revealed as July's cover story.
Deadline: June 12th, 2017 / submissions@theovercast.ca

NOTICE TO BENEVOLENT LOCAL DO-GOODERS
If you, like Dean MacDonald, The Keeping Family, and John O'Dea are a benevolent
local and would like to get in on the Albedo Grant with your own contribution
(of $2,500 or $5000), get in touch. The more money in this pot the better.
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Download
the Overcast App!
Every City Should
Have a Ramen Shop
Bad Bones Ramen
Opening Soon

Bad Bones Ramen
is opening June 8th
at 152 Water
Street.

(without getting
newsprint on
your fingers!)

BY LAUREN POWER

“I feel like every city should
have a ramen shop,” says Bad
Bones co-owner and operator
Jasmine Kean. ”Whenever I
travel, I end up eating noodles…
it seems like something that
has been missing here.”
She’s not wrong. St. John’s has been missing
out on the joys of having a noodle shop,
dishing out cold soba noodles on hot days and
steaming bowls of ramen on cold days.
“It’s comfort food in it’s purest form,” says
co-owner Chef Adam Gollop. Chef Gollop
has honed his craft, working in kitchens
downtown for the past 14 years, most
recently at Saltwater Restaurant + Bar (284
Duckworth St). With Bad Bones Ramen, he
decided to try something new for himself and
for St. John’s.“Most sushi places will have an
udon dish on the menu, but it might be just
a generic broth,” says Gollop, who hopes to
bring his fine dining finesse to the traditionally
simple cuisine.
The feel of the restaurant is authentic noodle
joint: seating for 12, with stools wrapping
around the room. “It’s the kind of place you
can come late-night and have a pint and finish
off your night, or you can come here for lunch,
grab something nice and quick,” says Gollop.
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Get the app for your
phone to read all
our print articles

Gollop recommends the Pork Belly Tonkotsu
with duck egg noodles, and caramelized
onion, cabbage, marinated soft boiled egg,
shero dashi, and green onion, in a thick and
rich pork broth. “You’ve got to have a little
fat,” says Gollop.
“My favourite bowl is the spicy chicken miso
with udon,” says Kean. The dish features
roasted garlic, veggies, and sweet corn. “I
like it mildly spicy … it always makes me feel
satisfied when I’m finished, and it feels really
good on the stomach.”
For those seeking vegan and gluten-free
options, Bad Bones has got you covered
with dishes like their Vegetable Shoyu, with
sliced King Oyster mushrooms or Enoki, bok
choy, and veggies, with flavours of ginger
and sesame. “One thing I really want is the
chance to be able to give back to, protect,
and enrich our community,” says Kean.“I love
this city so much. Serving good food with
minimal wastage, protecting the environment
and giving back to the community are among
our top priorities. Also, we want to have fun.
Hopefully, we will provide good food and good
vibes. We wanted to be able to offer that to
our customers.”

Three new posts
every weekday!

Bad Bones Ramen is opening June 8th at 152
Water Street (same building as Jack Axes), open
Monday to Wednesday, 11:30am-10:00pm,
Thursday-Saturday 11:30am-3:00am.
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Chinched
Bistro is
Moving. And
Morphing
BY EMILY DEMING

Chinched Bistro, a restaurant
that helped invigorate the food
scene in St John’s, is moving.
And morphing. The new space
they are leasing and renovating
on Bates Hill will have 15 more
seats than their current Queen
St. location.
The turquoise building, just up the slope from
Piatto, which used to be home to Folly and,
more recently, Wing ’n it, will house their
restaurant and bar, but also a retail meat shop
with full display cases.
With a mix of charcuterie, fresh bread,
pickles, condiments and a small selection
of cheese, co-owners Shaun Hussey and
Michelle LeBlanc plan on keeping 5 staple
fresh sausages in the cases, like their stinging
nettle chorizo verde, plus one weekly special.
They will have duck confit, country pâté,
coppa, lonza, prosciutto, dry salamis. They
won’t have fresh deli meats to start, though
they may do seasonal picnic hams. They
will also sell some select goods from other
local makers and shakers like East Coast
Glow Soap, Five Brothers Artisan Cheese,
Newfoundland Seasonings or Peter Burt’s
Newfoundland Salt Co. As they settle into
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the new spot, they may import more Atlantic
cheeses from Nova Scotia and PEI.
Their charcuterie of the month club has been
immensely popular and running at capacity.
They have also watched their sausages
and bacon sell like waffles at the St. John’s
Farmers’ Market this past year. In the new
deli, you will be able to come in and order a
full charcuterie board or a sandwich to-go and
possibly a few extras (like soup in the fall), but
for now the monthly baskets are on hold as
they take this next step.
Actually Hussey and Leblanc are taking many
next steps; with a newborn baby, this new
location and the expansion into store front retail
all rolling out at once. Long term, they may start
up the charcuterie club again and Leblanc hopes
to tackle more wholesale as well…. but, one
baby and two grown up steps at a time.
Their whole staff are moving with them, plus
a few new hires, the design of the space is
starting from scratch with a full renovation.
In their first location, they had just 6 weeks
between getting the keys to opening. This time
they are able to execute a complete vision. Sam
Follet of Plank Design is helping them achieve
the feel of a “classic european butchery.”
LeBlanc, standing in the grey light falling
through the bay windows on the second
floor looks around the construction zone,
past heaps of pink insulation and can clearly
see their future and it is, “modern, fresh and
unique.” Though they will be bringing some of
the feel of the old space into the new. “It will
still be close quarters. And we aren’t losing
the pig wall. That was an easy decision.” So
pop in for the cases of charcuterie or linger
over your cilantro margarita beneath the
familiar collection of pig paraphernalia. Come
for the pig, stay for the pigs. The anticipated
opening is the first week of July.
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What a Friend
We Have in
Cheeses
Oh My Cheeses
Parkin’ in Port
Rexton This
Summer
BY LAUREN POWER

“After a few
pints, a grilled
cheese can look
mighty tempting,”
says Oh My Cheeses’
owner Lisa LeShane. This
summer, you can find both
at Port Rexton Brewing Co.,
thanks to a partnership
between the food trailer
and the brewery.
OMC’s Lisa LeShane has been slinging grilled
cheeses since 2014 at the St. John’s Farmer’s
Market, but after consistently selling out, she
figured they’d try some other locations.
“My brother joked that I should start a food
truck,” says LeShane. “Myself and my partner
[Matthew Howse] laughed, but then realized
he was on to something.” After talking with
close friends and business owners, the
duo decided to head out to the Bonavista
Peninsula. “So, then I put together a business
plan and figured I’d run with it until someone
told me it was a bad idea. Now, we own a
food trailer.”

went through Service NL to get a license to
sell sandwiches. “We were out there [in Port
Rexton] for a weekend in April, and we were
a bit shocked by how busy the area was,”
says LeShane. “We just came back from
our second trip and had a great weekend
… To me, it seemed logical to want to go to
an area that has so many businesses that
complement each other.”
For Sonja Mills and Alicia MacDonald of
Port Rexton Brewing Co., the feeling
is mutual. “One of our biggest
suggestions from last
year was to offer
food at the brewery
taproom,” says
Mills. “We knew
that we didn't
have the space,
resources, time
or skills to take
that on…Fortunately,
Lisa and Matt of Oh My
Cheeses approached us
with the idea of setting up a food
truck at the brewery to sell their amazing

LocalPlonks
Affordable Wine Worth & Not Worth
Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P.
Again this month, we’re dealing with the numerous new Italian
listings at the NLC, many of which are reasonably priced.
(Find them both in the Italy section!)
THE FONTELLA 2015 (NLC $17.47)
A solid every day Chianti. Elusive nose of cranberry or sour cherry. Desiccating dryness
on the palate.Drinks lean and mean by itself but comes alive and does its job with food.
Rustic and simple in a good way. Well priced.

THE 2014 “JORIO” (NLC $19.99)
Named, bizarrely, to celebrate the native Abruzzi poet and proto-fascist lunatic,
Gabriele D’Annunzio. It’s a terrible fit, this 100% Montepuciano d’Abruzzo wine is soft,
even flabby, internationally-styled and featureless. D’Annunzio was on the Futurist
cocaine psychosis side of flamboyant. More appropriate to name an amphetamine,
rather than a wine, after the man whose last official title was “Duce” of the Italian
Regency of Carnaro. The Joriois a disappointment from UmaniRonchi, an outfit known
for wines that drink much better than their price.

gourmet grilled cheese sandwiches. We
couldn't have been more stoked!”
OMC now has over 25 sandwiches in rotation,
depending on the season. Port Rexton
Brewing is happy to help you decide. For the
Saucy Brudder (5 Brothers Secret Gallows +
Sriracha Mayo + Bacon + Caramelized Onion),
they suggest the Horse Chops IPA.

GERRY
ROGERS
MHA for
St. John’s
Centre

With the Gull Island (Partridgeberry + Brie)
and Cupids (Blueberry Balsamic Jam + Old
Cheddar), they suggest the Chasing Sun New
England IPA. “The fruitiness from the hops

729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

of the Chasing Sun is a nice complement to
the berries and the slight bitterness from the
hop work well with the creaminess of the
brie!” Mills says.
As for the Port Rexton Special (5 Brothers
T-Rex Porter Cheddar + Jewish Deli Pickle +

LeShane picked up the basics of food service
while working at Fixed Coffee and Baking,
from food safety to baking, and eventually

Roasted Garlic), they recommend the T-Rex
Porter. “It'll work nicely with the bite of the
pickle and, heck, it's already in the cheese!”

Oh My Cheeses will be in Port Rexton on weekends in June, most of the weeks
in July and August, and back to weekends in September and October.
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The Godfather

Blue's Jason Brake and the Evolution of
Downtown's Fine Dining Scene

BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Some days you learn more
about a subject in an hour than
you had in a year. The day of
my interview with Blue on
Water's owner Jason Brake and
operations manager Sullivan
Power was that kind of day.
Jason and wife Leslie's early involvement
with Bianca's and Magnum and Steins, OGs of
downtown fine dining, gives him rare insight
into the local restaurant game. Now with
12 years of success at Blue, he admits he
is sometimes called the “Grandaddy” of the
foodie scene.
His passion for the ocean, seafood, and all
the bounty the Newfoundland outdoors has
to offer is matched by his desire to see the
businesses in his neighbourhood thrive.
A rising tide lifts all boats, and a healthy
neighbourhood becomes a
destination. Newfoundland
is too small to be
competitive or petty,
and Jason gets that.

PHOTO: FELICITY ROBERTS

From the first time
parmesan cheese,
that was not in a
plastic jar from Kraft,
was available in a
local restaurant, to the
first local sushi (thank you
Magnum and Steins!), Jason’s
stories give me an intimate feel for the
history of our fine dining scene, peppered with
recognizable names like Lori McCarthy and
Todd Perrin.
Jason hasn't stopped breaking ground,
with he and Sullivan’s food truck, “Hitchen
the Kitchen” pumping out goodness over
the summer. Kyle McKenna, aka, Chef
Moustachio of MasterChef Canada fame,
is in charge of the menu. Inspired by his
travels, his bio from the cooking show said
NEWS & OPINIONS

FOOD & DRINK

his dream was to bring food trucks to St.
John's. Who doesn't want tacos prepared by
a moustached man living his dream?

Unsinkable:
Fort Amherst
Pub Moves in
to Churchill
Square
BY LAUREN
POWER

Head chef Adam Grevatte holds it down
in the restaurant’s kitchen, and is lucky
enough to have a network of passionate and
boundary-pushing local farmers such as
Dave Mundy and Sarah Crocker to supply his
“ingredient-driven menu.” Starting off with
the freshest foods he can find, he strives to
create their most delicious expression.

Chef Evan Bursey
might be St. John’s’
most determined
chef, even though
he technically only has
two days under his belt as a
restauranteur.

Foraged mushrooms, just-caught seafood,
and fresh greens are among the list of
what Adam loves to work with. Coming
from a stint at the Fogo Island Inn a few
years back, Blue is a good fit for him
with its similarly local food philosophy
and emphasis on traditional preserving
techniques like pickling.

Bursey’s eatery, Fort Amherst Pub, was
plagued with disaster, suffering two
opening week floods, each one washing
him out of commission for months. Each
time, Bursey regrouped and reopened.
This time, however, he’s left the pub’s
original Water Street location in favour of
Churchill Square, where Bursey is hoping
to be open for mid-June.

Fun fact: at the height of the mustard
pickles crisis last year, Blue
was the only restaurant
downtown where I could
find the zesty gold at
all, though even they
were running short.
The boutique hotel
upstairs is popular
amongst travelers,
and as businesses
have evolved around
Blue, the addition of The
Underbelly and Merchant Tavern
has put them smack dab in the middle of
the best block for a scotch crawl anywhere
on the island.
Besides the multiple scotch offerings
and great wine list, the beer selection
includes some decent crafts and imports.
The summer cocktails make innovative use
of wild plants like lovage and farm fresh
greens like arugula. If you’re lucky, you’ll
get to hear Jason Brake tell tales of this
town while you imbibe.
PEOPLE
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For those unfamiliar with Ft. Amherst
Pub’s arduous beginnings, here’s the
recap: It started last July, just days
before the would-be grand opening. After
renovating the location at 320 Water
Street since early 2016, Bursey arrived
at the bar to find water pouring from the
ceiling (a bathroom leak from the property
above). Bursey was forced to renovate
again: floors, walls, ceilings, to the studs,
along with countertops and kitchen
appliances.
Fast-forward four months, Bursey opens
the bar to the public, then two days later,
it’s another flood, worse than before.
Kitchen equipment is ruined, renovations
are needed, and Fort Amherst Pub's ten
employees were sidelined once again.
With the bar swamped for a second time,
the way forward wasn’t immediately
clear. Everything from more renovations
to a food truck was considered, until the
Churchill Square opportunity (a vacant
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Pizza Hut) became the obvious choice.
“I feel that we may have new opportunities
through being out of the downtown core …
and feel that uptown St John's is looking
for options outside of downtown, that are
not franchise operations,” says Bursey.
He counts the additional parking,
access to the building for
deliveries, and bigger kitchen
space as part of his silver
lining, which he’s gotten
adept at finding.
“As I was cleaning out the
former Pizza Hut location, there
were some pennies and dimes
underneath the service stand … I made
the joke that I made more money already
at the new location than in my past year,”
says Bursey. “Like I said, you've got to try
and stay positive.”
That optimism has kept Bursey afloat in
the meantime, despite the struggles.“In
any situation with a loss, the time waiting
to be made whole is always excruciating,”
says Bursey. “Some of the suppliers have
been great, however, I’ve had my share of
difficult conversations, for sure.”
“It’s been stressful for sure,” says
Bursey.“With only one income in our
household, a baby on the way, and so many
uncertainties, I’ve been trying to take it all
one day at a time and mitigate any risks
while trying my best to move forward and
get my business back up and operational.”
Bursey is now ready to start again, along
with a new addition, happy-and-healthy
baby Alice. The extended Fort Amherst
family is on the rebound, too, with many
returning to the pub when it re-opens.
Patrons can look forward to some
elevated pub grub on the menu. “I think
things like my burgers, wings, hot dogs,
fish and grits and other unique classics
speak to one end of the spectrum while
I have items like fried watermelon,
vegetarian pulled pork, and lobster
spring rolls…” says Bursey, who will be
offering eat-in and take-out service. Fort
Amherst Pub opens in Churchill Square
(29 Rowan Street) mid-June.
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BY EVA CROCKER

Jonathan May is a
photographer based in Sydney
Australia, he does advertising
photography for big companies
like Google and Snickers. When
I spoke to him, he’d just spent
the night roaming through the
woods outside Marystown in a
skin-tight alien suit.
“I’m pretty much in the nude, ‘cause that
thing is so thin. I was running around in the
brush in Marystown last night and it was zero
degrees, so it’s not fun,” May said.
Initially, it was the fog that brought May to
Newfoundland, he wanted to photograph
fog for a personal project. After Googling
‘world’s foggiest place’ he booked a flight
to St. John’s. In the two weeks between
booking his ticket and boarding the plane
May decided he’d also shoot a film while he
was in Newfoundland.
The film is a comedic short about an alien
named Trevor who arrives in Newfoundland
to study humanity and ends up learning things
like, “… North Harbour is in the south, people
don’t come by chance to Come By Chance, and
some people of Dildo smile more.”

May arrived in Newfoundland a week ago
and rented an RV, he began his trip by
visiting Ferryland, Trepassey, Argentia, and
Branch; shooting drone footage of himself
running through the wilderness in his alien
costume all along the way. “Flying a drone
around Newfoundland is crazy. I actually
had to buy a spare drone because the winds
are so bad here. Every time I fly the drone
it says, ‘warning: caution high winds’,” May
said, “It’s dangerous but I’m going to keep
using the drone because having a drone’s
perspective is great, especially for this
project.”
When we spoke May had just met with the
owner of Chalky’s Billiards in Marystown.
He was preparing to shoot his first scene of
Trevor interacting with Newfoundlanders at
Chalky’s later that night. While some of the
film is scripted, it’s important to May that the
process be organic so most of footage will
be improvised. The plan is to have Trevor
play some pool and try his luck at the VLTs.
May said the owner was excited about
having some of the film shot in his bar and
ended up visiting the RV after the meeting
to chat some more about the film.“I told him
not to tell too many people though, I don’t
want it to be cast of thousands down there. I
want it to feel authentic and intimate, which
is what Marystown is,” May said.

Before leaving Sydney, May did some
research about Newfoundland, sketched
a storyboard of the scenes he needed to
grab, and put together an alien costume. He
ordered a mask and an artist friend helped

Soon May will be heading back to St. John’s
where he’ll shoot some more scenes with
multiple characters before flying back to
Australia.
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Later Michelin learned the photo had been
re-tweeted hundreds of thousands of times
within in hours of it going up online. Since
then the photo has become a symbol of
indigenous resistance in Canada; it has been
printed in a number of publications including
several university textbooks.
The second photo of Michelin’s chosen

BY EVA CROCKER

for the exhibit was taken last fall when he
travelled home to Labrador to take part in

Two photographs by North
West River photographer and
journalist Ossie Michelin have
been chosen to be displayed
in the new Points of View
exhibition at The Canadian
Museum For Human Rights,

the Indigenous resistance to the Muskrat

opening on June 23rd.

one was taken at night and one was taken

A jury’s selection of best photo in four
themed categories, best photo by a youth,
and best overall photo will be announced on
June 22nd. Visitors to the museum
and to the online gallery will be
able to vote on a “People’s
Choice” award with a
cash prize.

and they are similar circumstances but they

Falls hydroelectric project. The picture shows
13-year-old Alison Gruyere of Happy Valley
Goose Bay performing a traditional drum
dance in front of a busload of construction
workers enroute to the dam site, halting the
bus in its tracks. “These two pictures are sort
of like each other’s twin in a way because
in the day. They have a similar composition
also are very different. When you put the two
of them side by side I think they compliment
each other really well,” Michelin said.
For Michelin the fact
that these photos will
be displayed in The

“The two pictures

Canadian Museum

of mine that were

For Human Rights

chosen were actually

is evidence that

taken three years

companies like Nalcor

and three days apart.

(which is responsible

One October 17th 2013

for the Muskrat Falls

and the other October

Hydroelectric dam) and

20th 2016, and they’re both

SWN (which is responsible for

photos of Indigenous women

fracking in New Brunswick) are on

at demonstrations defending their water,”

the wrong side of history.

Michelin explained.
“I want people to know that they should
Michelin took the earlier photo while

celebrate the bravery of both the women in

working as a reporter for APTN, covering

these pictures but also know that they’re

the Elsipotog First Nation’s resistance to

just normal people. Alison is a 13-year-

fracking in New Brunswick. The photo shows

old student; she goes to high school and

Amanda Polchies kneeling in front of a row

Amanda is a young mother; she has baby

of riot police holding up a feather. “There

number two on the way,” Michelin said.

were 40 arrests that day, there were rubber
bullets … barking police dogs, snipers, cops

“They’re just regular people standing up for

dressed in camo,” Michelin said, “During

their homes and someday you might be in

it all I was the only reporter on scene

that position too, so just be careful and try to

for a number of hours and I just started

support these folks.”
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PHOTO: JOHNATHAN MAY

AUSTRALIAN ALIEN
TOUCHES DOWN IN
NEWFOUNDLAND

him by airbrushing a white bodysuit to look
like a very muscular alien body. “I ordered
the alien head online from the guys who did
the Game of Thrones costumes, and got it
sent to a friend’s mom who lives here. She
had no idea she was picking up an alien head
from the post office,” May said.

Photo of
Muskrat Falls
Demonstration
In The Canadian
Museum For
Human Rights

snapping pictures and tweeting, reporting on
everything that was happening and that was
one of the pictures.”

You Might Be
A Bayman if...
The Rise of
Cape-ShoreMemes

THE BULL HORN

YOUR RANTS, CONFESSIONS
& MISSED CONNECTIONS.
SHARE YOURS @ THEOVERCAST.CA/BULL-HORN

I BET THOSE BOYS
FEEL SILLY NOW!
“Have you noticed
that when you are in
Facebook Messenger
on a computer now,
all the pics you and a
person have ever shared
are featured prominently in
a sidebar? I bet all those douchy
guys who sent us dick pics are feeling
pretty awkward right now, with their
willies looking right at them when they
try and talk to us online now. I can’t
take a guy seriously when I see our pic
history — what a new way to judge your
relationship with a person.” – NANCY

MEN LIKE YOU
"Someday I hope you have a daughter
& that you spend an eternity protecting
her from men like you” – ANON

SUPER SICK OF …
“I’m sick of hearing about people in NL
complaining about how things are and
pretending to want change, yet acting/
spending differently. If you think it’s
gross to eat half rotten produce shipped
here from California or Mexico, it’s really
not that hard to go to Lester’s or the
Farmer’s Market, or Murray’s Gardens,
or hell, grow them yourself. There’s
also Co-ops where you can support
local farmers by paying money every
week for them to delivery you their best
IN-SEASON goods of the month. I use
the theorganicfarm.net, because pick
up is at MUN and I live nearby, but there
are others to Google. Stop supporting
the big gross corporations ruining our
food supplies by buying out-of-season
illusions of fruit and veggies, and start
pouring that money into your health and
your economy!” – TOMMYMATO
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BY BADGE

SWIPE RIGHT,
AND MY HEART
“Sure, swipe right, be
witty, melt my heart,
wine and dine me, like
Elliot Smith too, and
Fresh Prince of Bel Air
references. Have eyes
like a finish line. I got there,
I found something. Sunday
drives, popcorn for two, arm in arm in
public. Then Poof. What, where, are you
even okay? There is no [name here] on
Facebook or Google, so were you even
real? Talk about ghosting someone. I’m
left wondering if I imagined the last 2
weeks of my life.” – GHOSTED

JUST GOING TO PUT
IT OUT THERE
“MUN’s $700 dinner bill for feeding nine
people is actually impressively reasonable.
I can’t go on a date for less than $150
(share an app or two, get a meal and
drink each), so, $75 a person x 9 persons
is roughly $700. And I doubt they do that
on the regular? Any corporation has
an Entertainment line in its accounting
(my family’s business does). You can’t
disdain numbers out of context. Your
desire, St. John’s, to spit venom, isn’t
always reasonable. A few big dinner
bills a year certainly seems lavish, in a
big bold CBC headline, but it’s all part of
doing business and staying relevant. Stay
relevant, MUN!” – STUDENT OKAY WITH IT

GETTING BY
"If you wear a plain white uniform-looking
shirt and hang out in the mall food courts,
and go up to a table of 3 or 4 folks looking
done with their meals, and say, "All done
folks, I can clear that away for you?" you
can score enough scraps to constitute a
supper every night of the week. I'm leaving
this secret here now that I'm moving back
to central." - TRAY BIEN
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No aspect of the web culture
has become more prolific than
the Meme.
A Meme is like a viral video, in that it often
spreads virally, but is more like a mad-lib: it
provides you with a general structure & image
and you fill in the blanks to get laughs. The
real beauty of the meme is the seemingly
infinite number of combinations that can
come from such simple parts.
Nowhere can the proliferation of Memes be
more clearly demonstrated than in the local
phenomenon that is: Cape Shore Memes.
The idea is simple: find an element of
Newfoundland culture (past/present, political/
pop), add a caption or comment and hope
people laugh. And people must be friggin
laughing: at 95,000 Facebook likes, they have
as many followers as Hey Rosetta and the
IceCaps combined.
The page itself was created five years ago by
a figure known as ‘The Bay Man.” Back then it
was just a place to post re-imaginings of the
now famous Jeff Foxworthy bit “you might be
a redneck if” with “you
might be a Bayman if.”
Since then the page
has pumped out
original content and
even started a number
of their own memes,
perhaps the most
famous being the
“Newfie word of the
day.” Since then it has
grown to become
arguably the most
popular source of
Newfoundland humour
on the web.
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I spoke with one
of the three
administrators
of the page;
Turnip
a fellow who
Don't be driving
will remain
on the grass, you're
nameless but
turnip me lawn.
said that I could
refer to him as "The
Meme King.""We get a
lot of messages. I can’t stress it enough, like,
a lot of 'newfie word of the day jokes'” The
Meme King explains. “People send me a lot of
stuff, personally sometimes, saying 'put this
up on your page, this is hilarious!'... I gotta let
my buddies down easy like, y’know, 'you gotta
work on that.'”

Newfie
word of the day

But while the suggestions are constant, The
Meme King says that most of the content of
the Cape Shore Memes page comes from
himself and two other administrators. The
Meme King says they have never all met
in person. They each keep their identities
anonymous and their participation in the page
as much of a secret as possible. "Some of
the closest people to me - I have to let them
know - mostly because they are around me
half the time when I’m making them. A lot of
my buddies are really funny guys so they can
be an inspiration. But for the most part I find it
cool that we keep anonymous. And at the end
of the day, why would people wanna know
who we are?"
The Meme King says that much of the content
is motivated by current affairs; a kind of
modern take on editorial cartoons. The page
takes up classic joke-telling tropes that can be
seen in Codco, Buddy Wassisname, and other
folk-comedy acts and makes them wildly
accessible in a way
never before possible.
As far as plans for
the future, The Meme
King says that he
and the other two
administrators plan
to actually meet this
summer when they have
some time off from their
jobs - all of whom work
flat-out as tradespeople
- and try and find a way
to make an honest buck
from their mountain of
material.
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Contradictory
Contradictions

traumatizing them too much. It can be nervewracking trying to juggle the demands of living in
this world while providing your child with the best
possible circumstances under which to grow.

BY HOPE JAMIESON BAGGS

The sheer magnitude of interdictions creates
an enormous amount of pressure on parents.
Even striving to adhere to the letter of current
research on best parenting practices, one
encounters contradictory advice from equally
reliable sources. Add to this that data often run
counter to how we ourselves were raised and
the hurt feelings of grandparents who mutter
morosely, “Well, we did it like this and you
turned out fine,” and it becomes hard to feel
good about moving forward in any direction.

Parenting in the
Age of Too Much
Information

When you talk to parents about
their experiences, you hear the
word “terrifying” an alarming
number of times.
It’s safe to say that parents are pretty damn
scared of a lot of different things in this jungle
we’re navigating. Weird germs, recalled carseats,
pesticides in our food, chemicals in plastic toys,
whatever, we receive a hell of a lot of information
about what might cause harm to the precious
tiny humans we’ve created and adore.
All any of us really want are happy, healthy kids,
and it’s natural to seek out pointers on how
to make that a reality, or at least keep from

While being armed with good guidance is
undoubtedly an asset, the sheer volume of
information can serve to disconnect parents
from their deep, instinctive drive to do what
is best for their children. Countless books
and online articles from folks with unknown
credentials promising the solution to all your
parenting problems if you simply follow these
five steps can misdirect the compass that ought
to lead a person to make the decisions that
work for their unique family circumstances.
When all this advice becomes problematic is

when people begin to trust it over their own
particular and deep-seated knowledge of how to
meet their children’s needs.
As a doula, I see families at the beginning
of parenthood, and often fear is a big part of
the conversation. From conception there’s a
prescribed course of action: foods to avoid,
procedures to undergo, tests for all manner
of things, and the spectre of consequences
for deviating from this course. My job is to
help my clients get the most sound, evidencebased recommendations possible and then
remind them that they alone know best what
their family needs. Not just through birth,
but through one’s whole life as a parent and
a person. Families must, for their own sanity
and the well-being of their kids, find a balance
between the deluge of opinion from the
internet, their peers, and the medical system
and what simply feels right to them.
Babies know how to get born, and their parents
know how to birth and raise them in a way
that makes sense in their brains and hearts.
Reconnecting with that gut feeling amidst the
noise of modern information overload is the
most important thing we can do to support
those best possible conditions.

Meet our
intern

This is
Nadine!
Nadine is graduating from the CNA
Graphic Design program this month,
and is clearly well ahead of the pack.
Her portraiture skills are perfect,
actually perfect (see her sketch
of Gerry Rogers on page 15), her
graphic design work is cleaner than
surgical scalpel, her concepts are
exceptional original (see the cover of
this issue, for which she had half a
dozen dandy ideas), and she's been
a total pleasure to work with on this
issue of The Overcast. Some of the
differences you see in this month's
issue are her doing.
Nadine is an artist and illustrator
turned designer. She's all about
tangible, tactile things, like books,
records (especially records!),
artwork - and she pretty much hates
the internet, even if it is a necessary
evil. Lately she's been producing
screen prints, letterpress work,
patches, and stickers in addition to
traditional art and design work.
From show posters and T-shirt
design, to corporate pamphlets or
magazine layout, she'll knock your
socks off, as she did ours, so here's
her contact details:
nadinehodder@gmail.com
@maidenskull
Nadine Hodder:
Art Illustration and Design
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WHO
ARE YOU,
GERRY
ROGERS?
Gerry Rogers
is many things.
Among them a
filmmaker, activist,
and NDP MHA for
St. John's Centre

Tell Us Something about You That Anyone

documentary films was never really “for

Who Knows You Would Know

a living” either. I ran for politics because I

I love getting people together! Whether a

wanted to take my turn at the table where

dozen or 10 dozen. Planning, hunting and

decisions are made, to bring another diverse

gathering, preparing food, serving people,

voice to the conversation. I believe the future

doing dishes - I love it all! And the sense of

of our province depends on more of us taking

community that comes from gathering a

turns to do the job of making our province the

crowd, standing back and hearing the buzz of

best it can be for everyone.

Best thing about living
in Newfoundland?

The strong sense of
community that sustains me.

people connecting. You just never know what
What Can Be Done Right Now

film about her a few years back. Check her

to Make the World a Better Place?

out if you don’t know her stuff. And the local

Tell Us a Tic of Yours That May Bother

Anything that helps bring about economic

music scene! Holy!

Your Boss Or Partner.

and social justice. It touches on everything

I am always late. No matter how early I get

from sustainable communities, equality,

What's Your Biggest Regret?

up in the morning I am late. I’m known as

labour, housing, education, environmental

Not being physically active enough and taking

will come of putting people together.

the “late Gerry Rogers." It’s the biggest

sustainability, the arts, innovation, etc. We

stress in my life. I always think I

can make it better.

can fit just one more thing in

better care of my body. I suppose I still have
time to do something about that. Can anyone
out there help me?

Best & Worst Thing about

before moving on to the next.
But maybe it’s a resistance

I’m known
as the late
Gerry
Rogers.

thing? I can’t figure it out. Can
anyone out there help me?
Name Something You’ve Done

Living in NL?

What 3 Things Would You Take

Best: The strong sense of

in a Backyard Bomb Shelter with

community that sustains me

You on Doomsday?

and I in turn try to foster and
sustain. Worst: The many folks

in Your Life You’re Really Happy

who don’t experience community.

With, and Why.

Probably wouldn’t want to hide in the shelter.
I’d want to be out seeing what was going on
and filming it. So Peg, and a camera, and…

Then of course there’s the “W” word!

I called for the All Party Committee on Mental
Health and Addictions. And it worked! The

What Qualities Do You Admire

report has strong recommendations that will

Most in a Romantic Partner?

make things better! That party/connecting

Even as a teenager, my heart throbs were the

thing again…. gather people

thinkers, the rebels and outsiders. Nothing is

together, get them talking and

more sexy and seductive than an activist and

ya never know what will come of

rebel, someone with a strong sense of social

it! I’m also pretty proud of films I

justice, a listener and community builder with

made with Peg, especially, My Left

courage to act on their convictions. Then throw

Breast, Pleasant Street and Ferron;

in humour and rhythm to top it off! What a

Girl on a Road. I love the team work.

PHOTOS: SUBMITTED / ILLUSTRATION: NADINE HODDER

Share a Vacation Destination

combination! Peg Norman is my heart throb!
Name Someone You Deem

You've Enjoyed and Recommend.

Admirable, and Why?

A few years ago we rented a canal boat

The amazing activists right now in our

and travelled down France’s Canal du

community, Amelia Curran and her fab work

Midi. We cruised along during the day,

on mental health, Mark Gruchy too. Justin

anchoring, biking to nearby towns, going

Brake who is so committed to giving voice

to markets, coming back and cooking

to those who are shoved to the margins

meals on board. I loved the movement. We

around Muskrat Falls, all those folks including

were like snails, taking our own little water

the Land Protectors. Anybody building

house with us. And it was ever so slow and

community / working to make things more

easy… peaceful. If you can, do it.

fair. Hey Chad and Overcast team… what a big
fat juicy gift you give us all!

Why Do You Do What You
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Do for a Living?

Name a Song or Album You’ll

Can’t say what I’m doing right now is

Never Be Sick Of

“for a living.” And 30 years making

Some of Ferron’s music. Peg and I made a
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What is Happening
to Canadian
Universities?

governments to cry “austerity measure” while
making these cuts, but the sustained cut is
certainly helping government link university's
function with provincial job needs. As
governments cut funding to universities – and
remember, our provincial government has told
MUN to expect more slashing – universities
are left scrambling to make up for those cuts.
It opens the doors to corporate partnerships,
corporate models for running a university, or
flat-out privatization.

BY MULTIPLE CONTRIBUTORS

Country-wide, governments like
ours are focussing on bolstering
the economy by enacting broad
austerity measures that include
cuts to university funding.
It’s an easy way to mask what many are
calling a sinister and deliberate attempt to
slowly exert control over what universities
are, and to remould their purpose.
Post-secondary institutions are noticeably
morphing from places of higher learning, to
drivers of the economy. That might sound
practical, but with a deeper look, it’s more
alarming than it is reasonable. So keep
reading on.
As governments cut funding to universities,
they force universities to seek money from
elsewhere. Like corporations. Corporations
that have a vested interest in having a
university’s programs and research benefit
them somehow.
Just as much text has been written on
another culprit of transformation at Canadian
universities: The Government, largely for shifting
university's focus away from teaching and
student needs to research and provincial needs.
During the media-propelled student rage
against MUN spending and pay rates in
May, the NDP issued a press release titled,
“Reminder: MUN problems stem from
Government policies and cuts.” NDP’s
Advanced Education and Skills Critic Lorraine
Michael said during Question Period that
week, that Budget 2017 doubled the expected
cut to Memorial University, ignoring the multiyear MUN Attrition Plan that government had
agreed to. It's part of a bigger trend: there
has been a sustained slashing in government

funding, just a little at a time, going back to
the 1970s, and this has radically affected how
Canadian universities operate.
ASTOUNDING CUTS TO PUBLIC
EDUCATION SINCE THE 1980S
Between 1983 and 1995, the contribution
of Canadian governments to postsecondary
education was slashed by over $13 billion.
It’s all been attributed to “necessary austerity
measures,” as governments focus on
“dealing with deficits” and “building stronger
economies.” Yet plenty of scholars say this
is a concerted effort to redirect the goals of
higher learning toward fulfilling the goals of
provincial government.
Indeed, in May, College of the North Atlantic
cut 7 programs and their interim president
told the media that the decision was based
on "the skills and trades that employers are
indicating they need." The college's new
"modernized plan" caters to the needs of
the marketplace, not the needs of a healthy
society of informed citizens, as was originally
the purpose of higher education. Very specific
degrees and job-readiness bootcamps do little
to help people think about, and understand
their world and its societal issues, yet
readiness for 1 specific job is what we now
consider "getting educated."
According to Jamie Brownlee’s book,
Academia Inc: How Corporitization is
Transforming Canadian Universities, both
federal and provincial government funding
for university teaching and non-sponsored
research fell from more than $17,900 per
student in 1980, to $9,900 in 2006. Yeah, that’s
basically half. Again, according to Brownlee,
public funding made up 84% of Canadian
universities’ operating needs in 1979; come
2009, that figure was down to 58%.
It’s been easy for federal and provincial
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THE ORIGINS CORPORATE
INTERFERENCE ON UNIVERSITIES
Back in the late 1970s, a cabal of corporate
CEOs formed a group called the Business
Council on National Issues (now known as
the Business Council of Canada). Under the
reign of Tom d’Aquino, they called for the
"business-friendly reconstruction of Canada."
According to the Toronto Star, BCNI were
puppeteers of prime ministers like Brian
Mulroney and Jean Chrétien, and "the BCNI
effectively seized control of public policy
making.” It is documented that the BCNI
strived to undermine public respect for
public education, and they flat out called
for government cutbacks to universities.
Simultaneously, the Corporate Higher
Education Forum were forming alliances
between corporate CEOs and university
presidents, and this group was even more
vocal about making universities more
responsive to private interests.
They had the money and marketing power to
depict universities as the home of "useless
degrees" and "wasteful public spending on
social programs" akin to welfare. And, as we
know, that perception of universities is lodged
in the public mind today: if universities are
unresponsive to market demands, then what
good are they? Well, for starters, a voting
public that can think critically about their
society's issues.
It’s interesting to note that arts and
humanities programs were largely the origins
of university teachings. It was deemed swell
if people could learn the “trivium”: a 3 part
system consisting of grammar (how to read,
write, and speak), rhetoric (the art of public
speaking and critical thoughts on literature),
and logic (which taught a means of engaging
in healthy debate, as opposed to the online
shouting matches of today). In its heyday,
university was about learning to think, and
understand your world. That was deemed
vital to a healthy society. “Educated” no
PEOPLE
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longer means what it used to; now it means
“specialized for a very specific field.”
SNOBELEN'S "USEFUL' CRISIS"
Making us see universities, or a more
traditional "higher education" as trivial
was an easy way to pave the road to the
governmental or corporate takeover of
campuses with less outcry. It has worked. In
1995, the actions of Conservative Education
Minister of Ontario, John Snobelen,
created what is known as the Snobelen
Crisis. There is footage of him arguing
that the PC government must "bankrupt"
and "create a useful crisis" in the education
system to instigate reforms at education
institutes. Sound familiar, students of
Newfoundland? Snobelen’s “invented crisis”
was “fiscal austerity” as well as the notion that
universities would benefit from government
interference on their spending.
A few decades back, economist David Dodge
(who headed “The Task Force on Labour Market
Development”) was suggesting methods of
inducing a restructuring of universities so that
the federal money could be diverted away
from funding teaching students, and be poured
instead into supporting sponsored research of
use to job markets.
Indeed, as government support for university
teaching is being cut, specific funding for
university research and “innovation” of use
to government is going up. Put another way,
government money is going to targeted research
programs, not classrooms. Google things like
the Canadian Foundation for Innovation and
the Canada Research Chairs program: they
contribute wonderful things to society, albeit
selectively so, as these grants strengthen
private sector and university ties. Put cynically,
governments and corporations are leaching
off the bright minds of university researchers,
influencing what those people research, by
playing a hand in what research gets funding.
UNIVERSITIES NOW GOVERNED WITH
OUTSIDE INFLUENCE
In August of 2015, UBC announced that
President Arvind Gupta had resigned. As
more information came to light, it was clear
President Gupta had been ousted, in part,
because he intended to strengthen collegial
governance at UBC. Media eventually
untangled the true story: Gupta’s avowed
policies threatened some members of
the Board, including the chair, and some
members of the administration.
THE ARTS
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At the University of Northern British Columbia,
the Board of Governors, by a narrow 7-6 vote,
recently appointed former Conservative cabinet
minister James Moore as Chancellor. Moore
is an extremely controversial figure within the
university sector given that he was the federal
Minister-in-charge when grant agency budgets
were cut, and the voices of federal scientists
were muzzled.
Joel Westheimer recently made headlines
in The New York Times, after being illegally
denied tenure. Of the incident, he has written,
“The forces that set the process in motion
and enabled it to continue are an inevitable
byproduct of dramatic changes the academy
has been facing in the past several decades
... not only NYU, but also private and public
universities across the United States and
Canada. Universities now model themselves
after corporations seeking to maximize profit,
growth, and marketability."
THE REFOCUSING OF RESEARCH
TO BENEFIT BUSINESSES MORE
THAN SOCIETY
A mission statement from the University of
Toronto includes lines like "Raising deeply
disturbing questions and provocative challenges
to the cherished beliefs of society at large and of
the university itself." And yet, contrary to U of T's
little pamphlet, if you Google the name Nancy
Oliveri, you'll hear the story of a heroic professor
who was harassed by a big pharmaceutical
company (Apotex) for speaking out against a
drug. Apotex didn't care about her concerns
and warned her that a confidentiality agreement
forbade her from informing participants in her
trial about her concerns. The drug in question,
deferiprone, is now available in 50 countries,
despite she and seven others having released
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a paper suggesting that deferiprone leads to
progressive hepatic fibrosis. This is not an
isolated story of corporate interference in
university research, not even from a U of T
professor. According to Westheimer, "More than
52% of funding for clinical medical research
is now from corporate sources." Which he
deems alarming, "since lives are at stake." As
if we're living in a bad Hollywood blockbuster,
the publication of inconvenient truths can now
be discouraged by university higher-ups, or
corporate sponsors of research.
Moreover, funding for research infrastructure
provided by things like the Canadian
Foundation for Innovation (CFI) and the federal
government’s Knowledge Infrastructure
Program are designed to secure matching
funds from the private sector, furthering
strengthening the ties of private companies
and universities.
The CFI doled out $4.2 Billion between 1998
and 2009 to various projects, but roughly 90%
of these funds went to the physical sciences,
health sciences, and engineering (5,590 out
of 6,310 funded projects). In contrast, arts,
literature, humanities and social sciences
received just five per cent of funds. The CFI
and its corporate partners are influencing
curriculum and research priorities.
As far back as the 1980s, the Mulroney
Conservatives overhauled Canada’s national
research policy to sway university researchers
towards projects with a commercial
application. In 2006, the Harper Conservatives
launched a new Networks of Centres of
Excellence program to be “proposed and led
by the private sector.” Some of the new NCEs
were packaged as Centres of Excellence for
Commercialization and Research (CECR).
Sounds okay in theory, but one CECR is the
Canada School of Energy and Environment,
which supports tar sands development and
advises industry and governments on creating
legislation to expand the fossil fuel sector, a
strange function for a school of "environment."
Under Harper, there was also a strategic
reorientation of the federal granting councils,
whereby scholarships granted by the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council
(SSHRC) would focus on “business-related
degrees.” The Canadian Institutes of Health
Research (CIHR) also has a new commercial
mandate. And the National Science and
Engineering Research Council (NSERC) got a
complete overhaul.
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As part of NSERC’s new focus on innovation,
the government redirected public funds to
programs to help solve company-specific
problems. In other words, brilliant university
professors are providing free labour to the
corporate sector in the form of their research;
Professor research will only get funding if
it's of use to some corporation. Since 2009,
company specific research funding has grown
by more than 1000 per cent.
NSERC’s Discovery Grants program — the
main funding source for basic research in
the natural sciences and engineering— has
declined from 2/3's of the Council’s budget
in 1978, to 1/3 in 2010. NSERC's governing
council is oddly barren in the way of
natural scientists, and full of corporate
representatives.
In the 2014 budget, the government launched
the Canada First Research Excellence Fund,
which accelerated council support for targeted
research in the interests of corporate Canada.
You get the picture, I'll stop now.
A main point of belaboring the effect of
corporatizing university research is that it
has caused a plummet in basic research
funding, even though basic research is what
traditionally yielded many of the world’s
most important scientific and technological
advancements. Basically, a professor would
get a hunch about something, apply for
funding, investigate the hunch, and change the
world in some small way. Now, their
research more or less must fit within
the confines of benefitting a corporate
partner somehow. Instead of funding
the big broad things that advance
and better society, we're focusing on
very specific needs of corporations.
Luckily, there is some times overlap
of corporate good and common
good, like the project highlighted on
page 5 of this issue (Ocean Choice
International availed of brilliant minds
at MUN and CNA to make a robotic
butcher of crab meat so NL can
become more competitive in global
crab markets).

DEGRADATION
OF EDUCATION
As governments cut funds to
universities, Canada has seen a
sharp trend towards part-time
contract faculty over tenure-stream
faculty, and a focus on economystimulating research over quality
education. Universities ought to be
incubators of bright minds thinking
critically about their world and
its issues and societal needs, but
they're instead becoming puppets
for governmental or corporate
desires. Westheimer argues "the
'shopping mall' university, where
students seek the cheapest and
fastest means for obtaining the
basic skills and certification they
need, is becoming a familiar
metaphor and model. Courses not
directly related to job-training look
more and more like useless dust
to be eliminated. Meetings among
faculty about which program of
courses might yield the most robust
understanding of a field of study and
of the debates and struggles of that
field are rapidly being replaced by
brainstorming sessions about how
to narrow the curriculum ... in order
to incentivize matriculation and
increase student enrolment."

ILLUSTRATION: NADINE HODDER

UBC’s crisis was one of many that illustrate
what's happening now to Canadian
universities. We are struggling to protect
faculty from external interests wanting to
reshape them to focus on the creation of
marketable innovation and research.
Concurrent to governments slashing operating
funds to our universities, universities are
hiring administrators from outside of the
university to govern with a corporate,
capitalist approach, devoid of faculty
influence. In 2013, the Government of Alberta
appointed Firoz Talakshi, a KPMG executive,
to the University of Calgary’s Board along with
Steve Allan, who specializes in “corporate
restructuring and insolvency.”

The main point here, is that
universities are being forced to be
economic drivers of our province and
country, above all, and above what
they have traditionally been.
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Joel Thomas Hynes'
New Novel Blends
Skeet Redemption
with Road Trip
Odyssey

THE LATEST AWARD-WINNING LOCAL READS
THE EJ PRATT POETRY AWARD: PATRICK WARNER
For the third time this century, Patrick Warner has won the NL Book Award for
Poetry, known as the EJ Pratt Poetry Award. This time for his new collection,
Octopus. The award was juried by Andreae Callanan, Boyd Chubbs, and Mary
Dalton, who wrote " Warner’s skill with image and the musical resources of poetry
makes Octopus compelling technically as well as emotionally and intellectually.”
The award put $1500 in his pocket.

THE NL BOOK AWARD FOR NON-FICTION: JENNY HIGGINS
BY CHRIS DONALDSON

You could hold it against Hynes
that he consistently focuses on
skeet culture in NL, or a hard
ticket trying to do right, but
then you would have to hold it
against people like James Joyce
for writing consistently about
a single demographic and
setting too.
Hynes's main characters may all be carbon
copies of each other, but his books -- which
were great to start -- are getting better and
better, and his depiction of the Newfoundland
Hard Ticket is more nuanced here than ever.
Perhaps that alone is why this is his
best novel yet.

searching, revenge dodging, and possible
police evasion.
The novel centres on Johnny, the kind of guy
who's happy to pick a fight with a friendly
neighbour on page 1 simply because the man
wished him a good night. "What's your night
got to do with mine?" But Johnny's not entirely
1-dimensional, he has a heart, and a high
sense of morals that he has the balls to act
on. We learn early on he's made the papers
as a hero for pulling an elderly couple out of a
burning house ... he even saved their budgie
bird when they asked him to.

We'll All Be Burnt in Our Beds Some Night is
propelled by the strength and sharpness of
Hynes' narrative hook. It's one way, a
good way, to pen a gripping novel
and give the reader an escapist
If his first few books
experience. His style and
Joel is launching
glorified the bad-assedness
diction glues you in, slips you
his new novel on
of being a hard ticket
right into its unpredictable
June 11th at the
Newfoundlander, this one
narrator's shoes. To quote
Ship Pub,
captures and explores the
Bill Gatson's endorsement
8pm
socio-economic  struggles and
quote, "He seduces you while he
prejudices endured by "skeets,"
scares you, takes you by the scruff,
and the hassle of living through
then takes you by the heart, on one
what you're born into. There is prejudice
harrowing ride."
endured, there is unfairness, and it does have
a consequence in shaping a psyche.
Also of note is the way the narrator speaks to
Another more topical element of the novel that
hits home is drug use in NL: a main character
dies of an unintentional drug overdose,
directly reminiscent of the fentanyl crisis in
Newfoundland right now.
As for plot, it's all about a Hard Ticket hitting
the road, BC bound from Newfoundland.
Revealing why he's on this road trip would
be a bit of a spoiler, but of course it involves
some redemption, mourning, adventure, soul-
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us as if he's talking to himself in third person.
It might actually take readers a minute to wrap
their minds around who's talking, as Johnny
refers to himself not as I but ol Johnny or
John-John. It adds welcome dark comedy to
the novel's more serious edge. The stylistically
clipped and rushed sentences match the
hurried mind of this angry young protagonist
you'll never quite forget. It's a refreshingly
brash voice for CanLit. Wouldn't wanna be ya,
Johnny Keough, but thanks for the wild and
highly recommend 250-page ride.
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Jenny Higgins adds another award to her mantle, and $1500 to her bank account,
with her latest book, Newfoundland in the First World War. The book "traces the
role Newfoundland played in the conflict. Stories of battles, heroism, heartbreak,
triumph, and sacrifice are recounted in faithful detail, brought to life by dozens of
archival photographs, correspondence, and newspaper clippings. The award was
juried by Glen Carter, Marjorie Doyle, and Elaine Janes.

ALEX MARLAND WON THE $50,000 DONNER PRIZE
AND AN ATLANTIC BOOK AWARD
Alex Marland made the news in a big way in May when he accepted the prestigious,
$50,000 Donner Prize in Toronto for his book, Brand Command: Canadian Politics
and Democracy in the Age of Message Control, a book on the power of branding and
marketing in Canadian politics. Marland teaches at MUN, where his lectures and
research centre on political marketing, public policy, electioneering, and political
elites in Canada. A mere week after winning the Donner Prize, Marland also won an
Atlantic Book Award in the category of Scholarly Writing.

Come in and have
a yarn, get to know us!
Giveaways of Skincare
Sample Packs to Our
First 20 Visitors!
Specials happening throughout the day!

Browse Our Products
• East Coast Glow Bath Products
• Ossetra Skincare
• Iceberg Photography
• Iceberg Water
• Bamboo Clothing and Accents
• All products made locally or in Canada

166 WATER STREET
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St. John’s Tombolo
Multicultural Festival
JULY 7-9

EVENT ACTIVITIES

at the
ARTS & CULTURE
CENTRE

Friday, July 7

Evening Concert

7:00 pm - 9:30 pm in the Arts and Culture Center Main Theatre
Featuring: H’Sao, a Montréal-based band from Chad.

Saturday, July 8

Multicultural Workshops

11:30 am - 4:00 pm at the Arts and Culture Centre.
Featuring workshops on local and immigrant music,
dance, foods, arts & crafts.

For more
information about
the Tombolo Multicultural
Festival:

Free admission
Sunday, July 9

International Food and Craft Fair

11:30 - 5:00 pm at the Arts and Culture Centre lawn
Featuring local and immigrant food and craft vendors.

709 722 8103 • zharuna@warp.nfld.net
arhyel.ca/tombolo

Multicultural Variety Concert
12:00 noon - 5:00 pm.

Featuring: Award winning blues and folk musicians duo,
Nick Earle and Joe Coffin; Atlantic Union (St. John's based
innovative traditional music acoustic trio: Dan Rubin, Sally
Goddard & Jane Ogilvie); performances by New Canadians
and MUN International Students; International Fashion Show.

TomboloMulticulturalFestivalNl
@tombolofestivalnl

Tim Baker’s
Inkwell
Songwriters
Series Turns
4 this June
Tim Baker is best known as the
frontman of Hey Rosetta, but a
new passion of his is the Inkwell
Songwriters series. It’s an intimate
evening with 4 songwriters, who
showcase their songs and the
stories behind them.
The semi-annual
event sees the
writers “perform
their songs alone,
stripping back the
production to reveal
the essence of the
song itself, and something
of the process that led to its creation.” Baker
performed in several over the years and saw
firsthand how engaging they can be. “If you
have the right combination of voices, the right
quality, the right flow, the night can be truly
magic” says Baker. “As you dive into each
writer’s distinct voice, you realize how richly
different they all can be, despite the simple
instrumentation. It’s like the less that is there,
the deeper you’re allowed in and the more
there is to discover. And again, if curated right,
which I try very hard to do, it’s definitely a case
of the whole becoming more than the sum of
the parts. It’s good.”
The 4th instalment, happening June 24th,
will include Tim Baker (Hey Rosetta), Sarah
Harris (Property, Dame Nature), Mara Pellerin
(Wunderstrands, Gramercy Riffs, Hey Rosetta),
and Justin Strong. “It will without a doubt be a
beautiful and inspiring thing,” Baker promises.

Admission: $5 (free for children 10 years & under)

Fun Kids Activities

12 noon - 5 pm at the Arts and Culture Centre
Featuring: face painting, games and artwork.

Inkwell 4 will take places June 24th
at the George St United Church.
Doors at 7, Show at 8. You can pick up
your tickets now at Fred’s Records on
Duckworth for just $20. Go. Get. Enjoy.
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A Chat with

Luke Tremblett
of Rough Hands
BY JERRY STAMP

Rough Hand’s debut EP Out
Of The Dark is a heaping
portion of indie-rock.
Darker thoughts counter
hooky melodies and poppy
rhythms.
It says "I have concerns but I’m gonna do it
anyway." Deceptively ballsy, it’s romantically
sombre. The way one might feel before they
go dancing to shake off the week.
Why Rough Hands and
not Luke Tremblett?
Rough Hands is ... where I can channel
energy into playing and writing; I show a
side of me that doesn’t get communicated
as Luke Tremblett. It gives me the
freedom to create, from the ground up, the
foundation being the name Rough Hands.
Is (first song) Hurry Hurry a
Call to Get “Out of Here”?
Hurry Hurry is the opposite. There’s a question
to the listeners: “What's the hurry?” People
correlate personal growth with environmental
change – while I agree that can help, I can’t
find why everyone would rush to grow up. I
spend my time enjoying what I can with my
friends because I know at some point I’ll have
to let go of the joyful stagnation that is being
young(er). I’m in no rush to do that. Happiness
is a day by day goal, not one that you must
chase your whole life.

the moment you’re in, the same way you
do when taking in the unshaped beauty of
nature. You’ll never experience that same
moment again.
Artists Have a Vision of What Their
Albums Should Be. Do You Feel it Hit
the Mark?
I couldn’t be happier with how it turned
out. I wrote these songs ... hoping that
they would flourish in the studio. Demoing
opened my eyes to a lot of things. Being
able to compare how I feel now when
listening to the release vs. how I felt
listening to that demo is the reason I’m
confident in the work on Out of the Dark.
Recorded in Toronto, Produced
by Greg Giesbrecht (July Talk,
Repartee) and Robbie Brett (Repartee)
with the Repartee Guys as the
Band. Why Toronto?
Toronto had Greg who has worked on
JUNO award-winning projects, where
Robbie could play on my album and
produce it, Josh Banfield could play
bass and do some engineering, and Nick
Coultas-Clarke could play drums. We did
some work when everyone was home.
It went so well that I followed them to
Toronto to give this project the time and
work it deserved. Having the opportunity
to work with a team like that isn’t
something to turn down. A short answer
to “Why Toronto?” is that it’s all about the
people who happen to be there.

The Album Cover is a Night Sky
Silhouette. Which Way is the Night
Going to Go?
I chose that artwork because I felt it
matched the music. I was lucky to have my
new Italian friend Vincentiu Solomon let
me use his photograph. Moments in Hurry
Hurry and Well Enough created a floating
feeling in my chest; that picture did the
same. It encompasses an appreciation of

What is Next for Rough Hands?
Getting in front of new faces and keep
having fun. It’s a great feeling to have a CD
out and to be getting positive feedback from
that, it’s a good motivator to keep creating.
We’re planning events at less conventional
venues for the summer. Details will be
released as they draw near.
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The
Kubasonics
Release
NL's First
Ukrainian
Folk Album

school brought an affinity for the Klezmatics.
But the Ukrainian tradition is so diverse; it’s
truly a relatable, emotional form of folk. It might
be my own preconceptions, but its versatility
reminds me of the Newfoundland tradition.
From acappella ballads with distinctive power,
to mile a minute dance numbers, there’s real
treasure in the warmth of it all. “Canada”, the
opening track, is a haunting, powerful piece that
showcases Bilyj holos, a unique singing style
that relies on pure power and emotion.

BY BRAD PRETTY

Traditional Ukrainian folk music
isn’t exactly a Newfoundland
staple. Traditions lie within
history, and our overwhelming

But from there, it turns into a kitchen party
(including a unique take on a suite of jigs and
reels), full of bouncy, affable songs that use
instruments novel to Newfoundland. Driven
by a dominant violin and an array of traditional
strings, there’s more unique melody here than
in almost any other release from this island
you’ll hear this year. It twists and turns and has
seemingly no shortage of paths for it to take.
Fusion is just a reality of musical life.

Transplants adapt and learn, and as time
passes you get something that’s still culturally
French colonial lineage has
identifiable but dressed up in modern garb. At
peppered our definition of
the turn of the 20th century, Klezmer
evolved as traditional Ashkenazi
traditional music. But
Jewish music became tinged with
rich and beautiful
It’s a truly
Jazz during heavy immigration.
music emerges from
There was the British Folk
a relatable,
Revival in the 1960s, and
every corner of the
emotional form
virtually every type of folk
globe, and there’s less
of folk.
music has been adapted into a
of a divide than one
punk form over the past 20 years.
Newfoundland has seen boatloads of
might think.
it. The Irish tinged rock bands that populate
our pubs are a blend years in the making.
Folk music is exactly what it’s name says:
music of the people. And what do people
The Kubasonics brand of fusion brings a fresh
do? They celebrate, they mourn, and they
outlook to the table; something that is engrained
express through song by shaping sounds
in a culture so far from our own, yet so relatable.
around whatever instruments they cobbled
together and refined over time. In the global
world, unhindered by technological barriers,
you have a fine line between preserving the
original essence of the practice and letting other
elements slip in. The Kubasonics playfully dance
along that line, parading around with traditional
instruments and arrangements but with bits and
pieces of more recent styles.

English, Irish, Scottish, and

I’ll tell you something: I learned a lot about
Ukrainian folk music while writing this and
became quite enamoured. I was somewhat
familiar with related genres, but mostly through
synthesis; you get the balkan Gypsy jazz from
some of my favourite Duane Andrews works
(by way of Django), and studying religion in grad
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On Old
Stomping
Grounds, Thom
Coombes'
Formula is a
Disregard for
Formula
BY BRAD PRETTY

Somewhere,
there’s the
paramedic
who makes
the best
jokes between
administering
adrenaline shots and
checking for long flat vitals.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/THOM.COOMBES

There’s the lawyer who defies his tailor’s
wishes, asks for passé styles and
cuts, but is leagues snazzier than his
counterfeit chic counterparts. There’s that
farmer who buys their winter produce
from Sobey’s after a meager harvest. The
concussed boxer who winces and flails
under the melting, bright lights.
The world is full of irony, of
contradictions, of humour, of
heartbreak, of levity, of courage and
of misplaced pride. What do you
do with it all? You’re complex, and
you know it. But complexity can
be presented with elegance,
wit, and personality and there’s
no better way to mould these
idiosyncrasies into something
coherent than to just write and
sing. Sing 17 songs with your
friends. Sing them with shy poise,
almost a whisper. Use that steady stream
of words to make sense of everything.
Maybe you veil them like the bride you
never wanted, or perhaps you proclaim
them proudly from your pulpit.
Now you’re starting to get it.
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It’s everywhere. This album sprawls. It
has to; it’s 17 songs long and dense with
wordplay hiding a composite of sundry
emotions. That might seem like an
eternity to some, but it’s so engaging and
so honest that it floats right by.
Thom’s formula is a disregard for formula.
It’s letting the songs take their own path,
only later adjusting to meter and form -if at all. The core of the songs are all built
to hold their own. They’re brief
forays into a time, a trip, a
story, a feeling. He states
on History Books,
“Every memory is just
a souvenir,” but those
souvenirs, if nothing
else, are the verses
he scribbles down and
brings to life. And they’re
not all memories; they’re
fragments of thought, twisted
into a singsong musicality.
Old Stomping Grounds comes with a
unmatched backing band, bringing colour
to lively songs. Whether it’s the traded
vocals, added eccentric flourishes, or
bouncy charm, there’s friends to lend a
talented hand all along the way. It takes
a special hand to direct 17 songs into a
focused, efficient piece, and Thom and
friends do that with ease.
Does my opinion matter? If so, give this
album, like, ALL the accolades. Or maybe
... none at all. Hear me out. I don’t know
whether I want this masterwork to be
awarded for everything or for it to fly
under the radar and be duly appreciated
by the people who will intently listen
the most. It’s a struggle. It’s so
poignant, yet whimsical and charming
and mature. It’s the best thing
Thom’s ever done, and he’s been a
recognizable local talent for years
now.
He’s bared more here than anywhere
else. It’s personal, it’s poetic, and perhaps
most of all, it’s not perfect. But perfection
is stupid. If you had perfection, you’d have
no flaws. You’d have nothing to write
about and nothing to capture. Thom has
plenty, and that makes it so thoughtful.
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Bridget Canning’s Killer
Debut, The Greatest Hits
of Wanda Jaynes
BY EVA CROCKER

Award-winning local author
Bridget Canning’s new novel The
Greatest Hits of Wanda Jaynes
asks what it means to be a hero
in the new millennium.
Canning has won the Cox and Palmer SPARKS
Creative Writing Award, the BC Federation of
Writers Literary Writes Competition and has
been shortlisted for the Cuffer Prize. Her debut
novel, The Greatest Hits of Wanda Jaynes, was
published by Breakwater Books this spring.
Canning’s book is set in St. John’s in the very
recent past, her protagonist, Wanda Jaynes,
is an Adult Basic Education (ABE) teacher
who is facing unemployment since the
government has decided to privatize the ABE
program. Early in the novel she finds herself
in a supermarket when a lone gunman begins
murdering people.
Wanda comes face to face with the shooter
and instinct takes over, without realizing what
she’s doing she knocks him unconscious
with a tin. A video of the event goes viral and
Wanda becomes overwhelmed by the pressure
of being framed as a hero by media and the
public.
The Greatest Hits of Wanda Jaynes begins with
a bang but overall the book is more driven by
character than plot. While there are subplots,
including a potentially unfaithful lover and a
mysterious Internet stalker, that give the story
momentum the book is really a thorough
investigation of who Wanda is and whether she
meets the qualifications of heroism.
In an earlier interview with The Overcast,
Canning described the themes she wanted to
explore in the novel saying, “What does it mean
to do something heroic? What does is mean to
do something good? To do something that
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combats stupidity in
its many different
forms?”
The book
tackles
those timeless
questions about
heroism along with
ones that are very
specific to our
current, socialmedia-soakedreality. Like, if
footage of your
"heroic act"
resonates
with people
all over the
world, as
evidenced
by likes and re-tweets, who are you to deem it
unworthy of accolades?
As much as the book is about how our own
stories can spin wildly out of our control in the
age of the internet, it is also very much about
contemporary St. John’s. Wanda lives near
the Rennies’ River Trail, goes for drinks at The
Duke and The Ship, and drives out of town for
a summer barbeque in a rolling backyard in
Torbay.
One of the triumphs of this novel is how
precisely Canning captures the city, in all its
glory and grubbiness. The suffocation of being
constantly recognized is magnified by the fact
that Wanda lives in a small town where people
are thrilled to lay claim to any kind of hero,
certified or not.
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BY CHAD PELLEY

Gerald Squires is an artist’s
artist. He made art for the soulsatisfying ceremony of creating
art, and his final product was
astounding in terms of concept
and execution. In the opening
of the film, Gerry says, “Who
cares whether you paint or not?
Nobody. Nobody.”
For Gerry, it was all about what he got out of
satisfying that creative impulse. In the film, artist
Clifford George tells us Gerry would immerse
himself so deeply in his process that he once
collected dead gulls from a beach in Ferryland,
and brought them to his studio to let them rot
there, so he could feel and smell them.
I Heard the Birch Tree Whisper in the Night
is Kenneth J. Harvey’s first feature-length
documentary, and he paints a stunning picture
of the man Gerry was through filler-free
editing, nicely composed shots, and engaging
interviews with Squires and those close to
him. Harvey stays out of the subject's way,
recognizing that a man like Gerry can speak
for himself. There is not a moment's lull
in the taut poignancy of the piece. The film
sheds light on much of Squires' motivation
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Gerald Squires

An Artbook By Stan Dragland
BY GEORGE HORAN
This book is a gem. It is not a Squires biography, not an academic critical analysis
of Squires’ work, not a decorative coffee table book of his paintings, drawings,
prints, and sculptures. Rather, we are given a unique opportunity to study Squires’ art
works within the context of their creation. The book inhabits a curious territory, and author
Stan Dragland tips his hat to each art medium in a thoroughly satisfying fashion. The book
contains so many details of Squires’ life that the reader will certainly come away knowing
its trials, joys, and successes. One cannot discuss any aspect of Squires’ work without
taking account of his living, and here it is clear that Dragland has done his research. He
gives us his carefully considered point of view, but leaves doors open for other opinions
as well. Dragland’s writing is articulate, insightful, serious, and entertaining. Organized
thematically, in the essay he shares the writings and jottings of Squires throughout,
slowly revealing the artist in his process of creation and illuminating his soul. The plates
of the works are stunning, a beautiful presentation of the major paintings combined with
equally interesting “doodles” and sketches. Dragland makes the very compelling case
for inclusion of Gerald Squires among the truly great artists. Unfortunately, as so often
happens, ignorance of Squires’ contributions is widespread. Hopefully this volume will
help to address that ignorance. I would be remiss if I did not mention the contribution
of Michael Crummey. His words in the aptly titled
“Appreciation” at the end of this book
brought me to tears. Stan Dragland,
Michael Crummey, and Pedlar Press
have given us a true work of art in
Gerald Squires.

Squires’ wisdom is profound; his words
ought to be heeded by this generation
of Newfoundlanders cleaved from their
connection to nature by an obsession instead
with the empty wasteland of the digital world.
He goes so far as to explain how it was a birch
tree that told him he was ill. “I do believe that
human beings, if they didn’t invent things,
invent their gods, and their religion, and
their art, they’d all go mad because there’s
nothing there ... I think spirituality is a mystical
connection with nature,” he says of rocks he
paints, that live 80,000 years to his 80.
In the film, his wife says Gerry turned down
many offers to make it big, if he would just
"play the game" and paint the kinds of subjects
a gallery could easily sell, but that would mean
denying his own creative impulse for a sellable
aesthetic, and thankfully he did walk away, as
this film is bound to inspire anyone who sees it,
especially artists. Art is an important creative
impulse that lets us tap into the world we’re in,
and better connect to it, understand it. Squires'
best work says as much about the world as a
history book, if we look and listen.
You can check out I Heard the Birch Tree
Whisper in the Night this June at the Nickel
Film Festival, this summer at The Rooms, or
this fall on CBC.
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Gerald
Squires:
Spirit Visible
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I Heard the Birch
Tree Whisper in
the Night

NEW BOOK ON GERRY

PAINTING: FACEBOOK.COM/GERALDSQUIRESART

New Doc
on Gerry
Squires

as an artist, such as capturing, specifically,
the texture of the Newfoundland landscape,
or how the death of his son impacted a wellknown period of his work. It’s a beautifully
rendered film -- and homage -- to one of our
province’s most stunning artists, ever. Squires
left a mark, a brushstroke, on those who met
him, and you'll see why upon watching the
film, which is wonderfully shot through with
the mysteries of art, and what compels us to
create, to capture the world around us. “I can’t
live in the city and come out here to paint,"
he tells us matter of factly, "I have to live in
my painting” he said of living in the Ferryland
lighthouse among nature, with no electricity or
running water.

VISIBLE, ALL SUMMER LONG AT THE ROOMS
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realizes her mother has already organized an
adoption for her baby. The narrator tells us,
‘She was empty– but emptier than just not
having the baby inside her, empty in a way she
didn’t understand.”

Maureen feels defined by the fact that she
wasn’t able to make her own decision about
Walsh describes Crying For the Moon as “…a
how her pregnancy should be handled. She
combination coming of age story and murder
attributes her choice to stay with Bo as the
mystery.” The novel is set in St. John’s in the
violence between them escalates to feeling
early seventies, our protagonist, Maureen
inadequate because of her pregnancy and the
Brennan, is a teenage girl from a low-income
adoption that was orchestrated behind
family who is forced to drop out of
her back. Despite being set more
school because of an unwanted
When her
than half a century ago, Maureen’s
pregnancy. She soon finds
boyfriend, Bo,
story feels very timely as the
herself trapped in an abusive
suddenly turns up
alt-right fights to scale back
relationship with the prospect
dead, Maureen has to
access to safe abortion. “In the
of leaving feeling increasingly
figure out who killed
him in order to
late sixties and early seventies
impossible. When her boyfriend,
clear her own
if you were pregnant in St. John’s,
Bo, suddenly turns up dead,
name.
there
were no choices available to
Maureen has to figure out who killed
you unless you were rich, which is what
him in order to clear her own name.
people are trying to impose on women in
the western world now,” Walsh says. “There is
In murder mysteries, violence is often treated
a pressure to erode what women have fought
as a plot device and very little time is spent
for over the last hundred years.”
exploring its emotional impact. So the danger
of mashing together the story of a young
woman struggling with intimate partner
violence and a whodunit is that it seems
to risk trivializing the experience of people
living with abuse. In this case however, the
genre-bending works because Maureen is
such a complex and convincing character.
Although the story is told in the third person,
the stream of consciousness narration is
incredibly intimate as we see events unfold
through Maureen’s eyes. With compassion,
Walsh captures the despair Maureen endures
as a young woman with very few options.
One of the most powerful scenes in the book
is when Maureen wakes from giving birth and
NEWS & OPINIONS
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White Balances Oscar Buzz
and an ABC Series
BY MARK HOFFE

BY EVA CROCKER

With more than thirty Gemini
Awards under her belt, actress
and comedian Mary Walsh
has just added author to her
impressive resume.

Balancing Act Sherry

The sleuthing Maureen does after Bo’s
death marks the beginning of her claiming
control of her own destiny. Although
the clues are
expertly placed,
and reveals are
both unexpected
and satisfying,
it’s watching
Maureen
transform over
the course of the
investigation that
makes this story
so compelling.
PEOPLE
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Currently in L.A. executive producing
season one of the upcoming series,
Ten Days in the Valley, Stephenville
native Sherry White is surrounded by
Oscar buzz for Maudie, a love story starring
the ineffable Sally Hawkins as Nova Scotian artist Maud Lewis
and Ethan Hawke as her rough-and-tumble husband Everett.
For penning Maudie, White already hooked the 36th Atlantic Film Festival’s Best Atlantic
Screenwriting Award and a Writers Guild of Canada Screenwriting Award. “I had just left
Paramount Studios where we are filming Ten Days in the Valley,” White recalls about
the WGC win. “I turned onto the 101 when the first text came in from my agent Lesley
Harrison. I snuck a peak at that. But then my phone kept dinging with friends who were at
the awards letting me know. I had to try to keep my eyes off the phone.”
Directed by Aisling Walsh and shot in Newfoundland with Mary Sexton as the local producer,
Canadian distributor Mongrel Media released Maudie in national theatres in April.Thanks to
Sony Pictures Classics, it hits U.S. theatres and other foreign territories later this year.
White’s long journey from page to screen began in 2004. “I didn’t have a clue what I was at
for the longest time, it being the first time I’d ever tried to write something based on a real
person,” White says. “At first, I thought I had to include every fact I learned and somehow
jam it into some chronological timeline. I tried for a long time to tell the story of her
life.  Then, after a number of years of writing something that just seemed like a string of
scenes, I started to work with a director who came on as a consultant.”
That consultant was French-Canadian director Jean-François Pouliot, whose credits
include La grande séduction (2003), the original French inspiration for The Grand Seduction
(2013). “At some point, he asked me if I wanted to write a life story or a love story,” White
continues. “And I realized at that point that the story I was most connected to with Maud
was the love story, how love that didn’t look like love could still be love, and that it took
Everett being loved for him to learn to feel love.”
While collaborating, White and Pouliot began a relationship that proved how life and art are
often inextricably linked. “I worked with Jean-Francois on the script off and on for years
and ended up in a relationship with him for four years,” White says. “Eventually, we split
up, he left the project, and the film kept evolving. But there was a lot of discussion about
love and relationships and attachment during the evolution of this script.”
With Maudie racking up awards and rave reviews, White is set for this fall’s ABC
premiere of creator Tassie Cameron’s Ten Days in the Valley. It stars Kyra Sedgwick as
an overworked television producer and single mother who navigates the disappearance
of her daughter and the implosion of her controversial police series. “It’s a different kind
of show, and it’s scary because until an audience watches it, you don’t really know what
you have on your hands,” White says. “Audiences may or may not connect with it. Who
knows? But the making of it has been a complete joy.”
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Mary Walsh’s
Debut Novel Is
A Timely Take on
St. John’s in The
Seventies

cakes, and granola, along
Newfoundland Beer Vinegar.
“Food is one of the things we can experience
in the same way people in the past
experienced it. Some of the ingredients
are slightly different but if you’re making a
heritage food, you can still get the same taste.
It’s sort of like a taste of the past, which is
pretty cool, ” Harron said.
Harron and her husband, Liam McKenna, first
had the idea to make a stout vinegar twenty
years ago, when the couple were living in
Dublin, Ireland. Their early experiments with
beer vinegar produced delicious results but
they were busy with a new baby and didn’t
have time to begin producing the vinegar
on a large scale.
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foods, two concepts that are important to her.
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to bed can improve the condition of type 2
diabetes patients. It also reduces food allergies.
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with her signature product

Taking 2 teaspoons of vinegar before going
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oatcakes, potato scones, tea

micro-organisms, like yeast and bacteria.
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traditional baked goods like;

18th century, when science discovered
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Ireland and Britain. She sells

"made," it was kinda magic, until the
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that sells heritage foods from

But no one understood how vinegar was

LE

Provisions, a local company

using it as far back as 3000 BC.

’S C LU B C H A

Janet Harron runs Wild Mother

Harron has also been experimenting
with using the beer vinegar to make
a drink called haymaker’s punch. She
explained that haymaker’s punch was
brought to North America from the
West Indies in the fifteenth or sixteenth
century and was given to farmers
Fast forward 15 years or so – they have relocated to St. John’s where Harron runs
when they were out making hay,
a successful stall at the St. John’s
hence the name. “It’s delicious
Farmer’s Market and McKenna
because once you mix
is working as a brewmaster
something sweet with
at Yellowbelly Brewery – for
the vinegar and water
It’s sort of like
Harron now felt like the right
you start to get all sorts
a taste of the past,
time to give beer vinegar
of interesting notes and
which is pretty
another go.
characteristics. Some
cool.
people say it tastes kind of
Like sour dough and kamboucha,
apple cider-y or that it tastes
making vinegar requires a starter,
like lemonade,“ Harron said.
in vinegar the starter is called a wild
mother. McKenna started a wild mother
Harron plans to start giving out free
for Newfoundland Beer Vinegar in the
samples of haymaker’s punch at the St.
Brewhouse at Yellowbelly. “When the beer
John’s Farmer’s Market this summer.
is exposed to the air all the natural yeasts
She will make larger portions available
are attracted to the alcohol in the beer and
by donation with all proceeds going to
they start eating it. Over time it creates this
Planned Parenthood.
gelatinous, ooey-gooey mass, that’s the wild
mother,” Harron explained.
Newfoundland Beer Vinegar is available
at Rocket Bakery, The Bee’s Knees, The
Harron had been struggling to name her
Newfoundland Heritage Shop, and Good
company when she first heard the term ‘wild
Water Sea Foods as well as at the Wild
mother’ and it instantly struck her as the
Mother Provisions stall at the St. John’s
perfect fit. She could imagine herself being
Farmer’s Market. Starting this summer
described as a ‘wild mother’ and she loved
it will be distributed to shops all over
that the phrase evoked feminism and natural

Egyptians, Romans, and Greeks were
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BY EVA CROCKER

Harron and McKenna make Newfoundland
Beer Vinegar from waste beer, meaning
that they turn beer that would otherwise
have ended up in the sewer into a sought
-after seasoning. Newfoundland Beer
Vinegar can be used in any recipe that calls
for vinegar and it’s especially good when
paired with a sweet taste. “I like it in a
honey mustard vignette, I like it sprinkled
on fish, I’ve been using it in basically any
recipes that uses vinegar. I’ve been using
it to brighten up things like pasta sauce
or for example tonight, I’m just making
a broccoli tofu thing that calls for apple
cider vinegar and I’m going to use the beer
vinegar instead,” Harron said.

3 Fun Facts about Vinegar
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Capturing The Wild
Mother of Newfoundland
Beer Vinegar

“You have to capture the wild mother.
There’s all kinds of really interesting
vocabulary around fermentation, they say
things like ‘ if you take care of your mother
she will take care of you’,” Harron said.
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Jumping Bean
Brings Nitro
Cold Brew
Coffee Fad to
St. John's
Just as it sounds,
"Nitro Cold Brew"
coffee is a cold
brewed coffee,
shot through with
nitrogen gas; the
nitrogen transforms
coffee's texture into a
uniquely smooth and creamy
mouthfeel.
It's not a silly fad; it's delicious food science
at work. Passing nitrogen gas through a drink
product is popular in both the coffee and beer
industries right now. It lends certain heavy
beers, like a porter or stout, a more drinkable
mouthfeel.
For coffee drinkers, it lets you achieve the
sensation of coffee creamer, without having
to dilute the coffee with actual cream or milk.
Nitrogen also lets coffee lovers drink darker,
more robust roasts, by softening the harsher
bite often associated with bolder, more
flavourful roasts. Mainly though, it just makes
it more delicious.
No one knows precisely when and where the
nitrogen cold brew coffee trend started, but
Cuvée Coffee House in Texas happily take credit
for it (2012), and the internet generally indicates
2015 was the year Nitro Cold Brews started
taking hold in hip North American cafes.
Jumping Bean has officially introduced the
trend to Newfoundland. They've invested in
the set-up a coffee shop needs to offer the
stuff at their Water Street location (in Atlantic
Place). They'll gauge our appetite for Nitro
Cold Brew here, before installing the set up at
other locales.

the product is brewed onsite, like a beer, in a
process that takes 24 hours or more. Lines
are run into kegs, complete with a "beer tap"
from which the brew pours.
They've contracted an Atlantic company, with
employees on the ground here in St. John's,
to install the hardware from them. Draft Pro
has done work for both Yellowbelly and Quidi
Vidi Brewery, and various local bars
and restaurants.
A true coffee lover will
forgive the extra coinage a
nitro cold brew might set
them back, given that this
product takes a little more
time and money to produce
than a regular, from-apercolator cup of coffee.
Nitrogen is naturally transparent and
odourless, making it an ideal candidate for
adding to coffee, as it won't interfere with the
taste. You end up with a coffee reminiscent
of a pint of Guinness in terms of mouthfeel
and appearance, complete with that foamycreamy head.

Donuts and
Dragons and
Games, Oh My!
New Board Game
Cafe Opens in
East End
BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

About six years ago, Gary
Tibbett was in Toronto and
happened to hear about
Snakes and Lattes, a board
game cafe.
It also marked his returning interest in
board games. “I fell in love with them and
started hosting board game groups every
week with my friends,” he said.

A lot of people like Nitro Cold Brews because
they give you the pure taste of coffee
(unadultered by adding cream) since the blast
of nitrogen provides that creamy feel. Most
people will drink it straight up as is, but no
one's going to judge you for adding milk,
cream, or sugar.
Some cafes offer sweeteners tailored to Nitro
Cold Brews, like simple syrups, and Jumping
Bean may or may not be experimenting
with a vanilla-cream combo. Jumping Bean
launched their Nitro Cold Brew this weekend,
just in time for the summer, and as their
marketing and PR manager says, "it's a
perfect summer patio coffee."
For Jumping Bean, keeping on trend is part
of the job, be it selling Jumping Bean Keurig
coffee pods for casual coffee
drinkers, or offering Nitro Cold
Brews to any townie coffee
connoisseurs looking to taste
the latest in cafe
culture.

This April, Tippett opened Donuts
and Dragons Board Game Cafe on
Stavanger Drive, leaving
his previous job at an
e-learning company.
“I just decided to take
a shot at it and open
it up.” On the first day
there was a lineup outside
the door. Since then, he said
the reception has been positive and he’s
seen a lot of parents bringing their kids
around for game night.
There are almost 300 games stocked in
the cafe’s library, with 40 on backorder.
By the end of 2017 that number should
be up to 800. It costs $2.50 per person
to play for an hour and for $6.00 they
can stay all day. There’s also a private
room that can be rented for functions
like birthday parties. As a cafe, food
is also available, like soup and panini
sandwiches, as well as beverages.
There’s also a baker making gourmet
donuts. Tippett said that one of the most
enjoyable aspects of opening up the

board game cafe has been introducing
a younger generation to board games.
For him, board games are about making
memories and he can still recall games
he played with friends that happened six
years ago. Some of his fondest childhood
memories were spent over games like
Battleship and “Not putting any of the
ships in the board and my brother trying
to sink the ship,” he laughed.
While downtown St. John’s already
has Mochanopoly, Tippett said “There’s
enough of a community here to support
two cafes… I’m looking to create a board
game community for everyone.”
Donuts and Dragons staff can also
recommend new games to customers
and the shelves are stocked with what
he calls “Gateway Games” that can lead
people into playing others. So anyone who
likes Cards Against Humanity might enjoy
Cyanide and Happiness. It’s about getting
people to try something they’ve never
heard of before that’s similar enough to
games they already love.
Board game cafes have a lot to offer
people over staying home and playing
on a console. It’s the “Social
aspect, big time. Just to
get together with your
friends and to socialize
and to experience
game play together and
just have a good time,”
Tippett explained.
While Donuts and Dragons just opened,
Tippet is still making plans. The cafe
will eventually have Wednesday D&D
nights, with a rotating roster of Dungeon
Masters on hand to lead quests. And
Tippett, who was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis in 2004, is planning to fundraise
with the local MS Society in May to
coincide with MS Awareness Month.
At the moment, Donuts and Dragons
is open Wednesday to Sunday, from 12
p.m.-10 p.m. and is closed Monday and
Tuesday. But during the summer Tippett
will be opening those days for limited
hours.

To serve a proper Nitro Cold Brew, a cafe
must essentially set themselves up like a bar:
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WarmVibess’s
Treasures

NONIA Creates
Tight-Knit
Community

DNA Keepsakes Offer
a Unique Way to
Commemorate Life

BY FELICITY ROBERTS

The youngest knitter on the
NONIA team is just 19, the
young lady with the lip piercing
behind the counter tells me as
she's finishing up the stitches on
a traditional infant's cap. “Does
her mother knit for you too?”
I ask, and she laughs and points
at the cap in her hands. “Her
mom knit this.”
Founded in 1920 to raise money with the
sale of knit and woven goods to help outport
communities access medical care, NONIA
(Newfoundland Outport Nursing and Industrial
Association) had the ambitious plan to raise
75 % of the salaries of specially trained nurses
brought in from England. The other 25 % was
to be paid by the government.

For years, Natasha
Glover knew she wanted
whatever work she did to
be significant and touch
people’s lives.

Some weavers of NONIA's early days were
so impassioned with their craft that their
outports had to increase sheep population to
supply them raw materials. In a province that
now imports the vast majority of things, it's
an inspiring story.

When she was younger,
she thought it could be
nursing and eventually
went on to study
Occupational Health
and Safety. But that
track changed when
she heard about DNA
keepsakes: taking
organic material and
turning them into mementos.

Fellow knitter Abir Zain shares tips with the
staff, as I take some pictures of her daughter
Shams in NONIA kids sweaters and hats.
Asking the English name for different stitches
she sees, she explains ways of manipulating
the wool to slightly change the effect of
different techniques.

The idea stayed with Glover and in her
spare time, she started experimenting with
chemicals to get the process right. Last
September she opened WarmVibess, a
DNA jewelry business and since then, work
has been nonstop, with over 60 orders
already filled. “All my life I wanted to deal
with … what you would call the circle of
life. I wanted to deal with death and life and
I guess this is the way I’m dealing with all
aspects of life,” Glover said.

Everybody's having a time. Shams is hamming
it up, and I hear Abir wonder aloud if maybe
she was always a Newfoundlander inside,
just waiting for a chance to wind up here. For
a woman who has endured the unspeakable
horrors of the Syrian war and spent 2 years in
a refugee camp in Jordan with her family, to
hear her speak with such joy about the home
she has found really moves me. NONIA proves
that crafting together still provides a "tight
knit" community. I won't be surprised if Abir is
knitting for them soon.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/NONIACRAFTS

Observations of rural health care at the time
described the need as dire indeed. The nurses
also acted as midwives, and at least one
contracted tuberculosis in the line of duty and
died a few years later back at home in the U.K.
“They must have been very brave women,”
the NONIA knitter at the counter says as
she shows me a list of the 28 rural centers
served between 1921 and 1934. It was in 1934
that the government took over responsibility
for public healthcare. NONIA continues the
industrial side of its operations, employing

BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

almost 200 hundred knitters and weavers
around Newfoundland. A "not-for-profit
cottage industry," the earnings from items
sold create supplemental family income for
families all over this island , in keeping with
our long tradition of cobbling together a living
through a combination of trade skills.
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Glover can make a variety of different
keepsakes, like earrings, rings,
keychains, and medallions. It can be
something worn or hung in a car’s mirror,
“To have their loved ones with them.”
One piece tends to take between two to
three weeks to make, but she works on

several items at that time. Though there
have been a few rush orders that have
come together in a few days. As for DNA
material, people have brought a lot of
different things to her, though it’s mostly
been breastmilk and cremated ashes. A
DNA keepsake is “Just something they
can treasure forever. The way I look at
it is, I can’t imagine getting my greatgrandmothers breastfeeding ring,” she
said. “How special would that be… years
down the line?”
Glover often gets order for pieces to
commemorate the birth of a child.
And Glover said anyone looking at the
breastmilk earrings “Would never be able
to tell. Like, it looks like a regular pearl.”
Which can make for a far more interesting
story than something harvested from
a mollusk or a shiny rock mined
in a cave. They can also
be used to remember a
loved one. “I had one
lady recently who just
had her grandfather
pass away. And he
didn’t get cremated, so
she had flowers from
his memorial. And I made
that into jewelry for her and
her family.”
“You can put anything into jewelry. Like,
if you have a cabin that you grew up in
and you wanted soil. You can put that in
a charm. And it looks beautiful.” People
wouldn't be able to tell you had a soil
necklace, Glover said.
A self-described people person, she said
“I like hearing different stories. People’s
struggles with breastfeeding or their
loved ones. I love hearing about people, I
love working with people.”
Plenty of her customers confide their
stories in Glover, “I’m such a chatterbox; I
guess people feel like they can open up to
me… For me, I just love the story, I just
like being part of people’s lives. Getting
that little bit of information.”

Breastmilk earrings, placenta pendants, and rings containing the ashes
of loved ones are among the "DNA keepsake" jewelry Glover is making.
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The Story Behind the Store

BY MAGGIE BURTON

Last week, St. John’s City
Council approved a demolition
permit for Richmond Cottage,
a registered heritage structure
that was supposed to be
protected from demolition.
Let’s take the opportunity to
remember why, from a purely
economic perspective, we need
City Council to take a leading
role in preserving heritage
homes.
Not that economics is the only reason for
preserving heritage, or even the main one!
But economics does show why preserving
heritage shouldn’t be left up to individual
citizens, as the Richmond Cottage deal was.
It shows why heritage preservation has to
be public policy.
The economic value of heritage homes has
always been obvious to me. I grew up in
Brigus and spent my childhood summers
working in the tourism industry, selling
painted rocks, playing fiddle, guiding tours.
It was the old buildings that brought people
there—not just Hawthorne Cottage but all the
beautiful old homes. The buildings create
the feel, the atmosphere of the town,
and that’s what brings people.
St. John’s is the same.
Open a magazine
article about St.
John’s, watch a
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And that brand is very valuable. It brings
tourists despite the distance and the weather.
It fills the hotels and sells the knicknacks. It
also attracts workers who might never have
given the city a chance, helps people fall in
love with the City and stay.
We should be aiming to build on what we
have, to become a cultural centre that
attracts more and more people. But the
demolition of Richmond Cottage shows that
we can also move backwards. Tear down
too many buildings, and we can forget
about the cruise ships.
Many of our heritage buildings are owned
by private citizens who don’t get to share
in the economic value they create. What
they get is above-average heating and
maintenance costs. Often their private
economic incentive is to tear down their
building and replace it with something new.
In economic terms, St. John’s heritage
homes are a public good. They create
enormous value, but their owners can’t
collect that value, and so an unregulated
market will never create enough of it.
Unless the City protects our heritage
buildings, they’ll all be torn down in time,
and the City will be much poorer.
The rules we have right now are imperfect.
They don’t protect enough buildings.
They can cause real hardship for the
buildings’ owners. They can be stifling, too:
Neighbourhoods need some flexibility to
grow, and a mandatory stylistic monoculture
can drive business and activity away.
One day, hopefully, our current heritage
rules will strike a finer balance, preserving
more of what we want to preserve and
allowing more of what we want
to allow. There is room to take
two steps forward, even
though we just took one
step back.
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How Dangerous are
Polar Bears Anyway?
Here's The Skinny, Since
We're Seeing More of Them
Polar bears are not inherently
vicious. They’re just big enough
to see us as food. They’re twice as
big as a Siberian tiger, and quite
simply the biggest carnivores
on land. They're also the most
carnivours of all bear species,
because their icy habitat has little
vegetarian fare to offer them.
They’re also dangerous because they’re skilled
apex predators: they can easily outrun a human,
and knock its head off with a swing of its pawed
fist. Which means, cute as it may be, the polar
bear is quite functionally the great white shark
of the north. It has adapted well to do its job,
of eating animals. Mainly, they eat seals that
poke their heads out of water for air, but they’ll
eat anything else they stumble across too, like
birds, beluga WHALES, walruses, musk oxen
… a person. (There’s a recent video of a Russian
throwing its dog at a polar bear to try and stop it
from attacking a woman.)
Its translucent fur camouflages it, its nose can
smell you for miles, its paws get grip on ice and
snow better than your boots can, and despite
its brute force, it’s an agile predator on land and
in sea alike. If you spot one, it knows you’re
there, on account of its sense of smell alone.
The best approach is to back slowly away.
Fast movement will likely provoke an attack,
either because it feels threatened, or your
cowering will trigger it to see you as prey. Not
that they’re a leading threat to humanity or
anything, they have killed fewer than 20 people
in the last 20 years in Canada. Still, you don’t
stand a chance against something that weighs

over 1,000 pounds, so yes, do take seriously
the polar bear sightings and warnings we’re
hearing more of lately on the island.
Why Are Polar Bears Getting
More Aggressive?
In short, they’re not. We’re just seeing more of
them, as their natural habitat melts away. More
encounters means more dangerous humanbear incidents. It’s assumed climate change
is to blame for the increase in our encounters
with polar bears. It’s a recorded fact that it’s
getting warmer in their arctic homes. They
prefer to do all their hunting on arctic ice pans
at sea, but the icy pans and coastlines on which
they dwell are melting, forcing them to roam
around on land, which is forcing more polar
bear versus human being encounters.
The feeling they’re a dangerous beast is
mutual — they see you as a threat too. Plus, if
they’ve been forced onto land, outside of their
accustomed hunting grounds, they’re likely
confused, panicked, starving and desperate,
and with no seals in its belly, looking to eat.
Meeting a polar bear on your turf, not its turf,
is a bad encounter. Especially a protective
momma bear with young cubs in tow.
All data indicates polar bears as a species
are in jeopardy, be it from marine pollution or
climate change, and more encounters with
desperate “lost” polar bears will not be good.
They’ve even been spotted at sea now; they’re
such strong swimmers that oil rigs and boats
at sea, far from shore, have seen polar bears
swimming around looking for a bite to eat,
often drowning in exhaustion.

PHOTO: GORDON BUCHANAN

We Need
City Council
to Take a
Leading Role
in Preserving
Heritage
Homes

tourism ad or a rerun of Republic of Doyle,
and you’ll see the same few buildings
over and over. We put them on mugs
and paintings and knicknacks. Though
St. John’s is a big diverse city with many
neighbourhoods, a handful of downtown
buildings are a big part of the City’s brand.
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URBAN FORM WITH
EMILY CAMPBELL

A Garden Breaks
Barriers and
Connects the
Community
For the first time since they
started recording this data in
Canada, seniors outnumber
youth. At almost 3% above the
national average, Newfoundland
and Labrador is leading the
charge with 19.4% of our
population over 65 (2016 Census).
The National Seniors Council of Canada has
repeatedly identified social isolation as a
big problem facing seniors today. Michelle
Sullivan, a member of the Kings Gate
Condominium Corporation’s board in St.
John’s, echoes this concern, “As years go
by, the risk of isolation tends to build.” The
condo’s residents are primarily retirees.
Michelle and residents have decided to
improve their physical environment, with
the pleasant side effect of combatting social
isolation and creating a meaningful place in the
neighbourhood. The kind of place that makes
a neighbourhood unique, where you run into
your neighbours and form relationships that
go beyond a head nod. The kind of place we
need more of especially in St. John’s newer
neighbourhoods.
The Kings Gate Condominiums are at the end
of Margaret’s Place. Their property backs onto
Bonaventure, and is sandwiched between Holy
Heart and Brother Rice. According to residents,
the big field beside the condo building had been
lying unused for too long. Starting in 2015,

the group reached out to members of the
community and began to shape a vision: the
then overgrown lot could become a community
garden, and public space. Residents welcomed
inhabitants of the adjacent personal care home,
“Bonaventure Retirement Centre”, young women
and the broader neighbourhood. The group
also hopes to get the two neighbouring schools
involved so the outside space can supplement
their in classroom education. Something the
field’s namesake Brother Brennan would have
gotten behind.
Last summer a partnership formed between
the condo board and Stella’s Circle, where they
ran a pilot program involving young women in
the criminal justice system. For all involved,
it became much more than expected. Stella’s
Circle “Green Team” worked together with
Conservation Corps NL to clear the land, build a
number of raised beds and a greenhouse. Like
many seniors, the young women from Stella’s
Circle face many barriers and social isolation
is often a result. The program not only helped
them to find real work, and develop skills, a
collegial relationship grew between the condo
residents and program participants, people
whose paths may not have otherwise crossed.
Lydia Lewycky, a landscape architect and urban
planner, has been helping the group with the
design of this public space. She describes
their attitude as a holistic sharing. “The condo
board is opening up their space to the broader
community.” The pilot demonstrated this
approach truly benefits everyone. Consulting
arborist Ryan Painter says the food is a bonus.
“There is a big education that goes along
with gardening, it teaches accountability and
responsibility.” The garden is bridging the gap
between generations and breaking down social
barriers.
You can purchase your own garden box
from Stella’s Circle by emailing gardenbox@
stellascircle.ca. To learn more or to volunteer
at Kings Gate reach out to Michelle with the
condo board, sullivan@mun.ca.

THE ENTHUSIAST!

Rising to the Challenge of Baking
BY LAUREN POWER

Baking is good for you. It
stimulates the senses, it
encourages mindfulness, and
it provides a confidence boost,
and it’s selfless… provided you
share what you make
When getting into baking,
there’s a learning curve,
but there are learning
resources to fit every
style. Baking is a
very YouTube-friendly
skill, with dozens of
artisan bakeries sharing
videos that document their
processes, which is great for
novice bakers or people looking to
trigger those ASMR tingles.
Wannabe-bakers that want to get their
hands dirty ASAP can give Rock Recipes’
The Best Homemade White Bread a shot.
If you’d rather study up first, Alton Brown’s
I'm Just Here for More Food explores the
science of baking breads, cakes, cookies,
and pies, textbook-style.
Everybody has their own path to baking.
Kevin Massey of Old Dublin Bakery started
at the Dublin Institute of Technology,
where he trained in the finicky, finished
product style of a pastry chef before diving
into baking.
For new bakers, he recommends learning
how to try a lot of things, but focusing on
what you like and learn how to do it well.
Massey says, “Identify what you want to
do, then aim for that… I try to be as simple
as possible. Don’t try to be everything to
everyone.”

do so much more than cinnamon buns…”
encouraging people to give his dark
chocolate brownies a shot).
As for equipment, you can cheap out on
most equipment (measuring cups and
spoons, cooling racks, etc.), but you’ll
want a 5-quart stand mixer that can hold a
generous amount and chug through most
batters or doughs. However, there’s
no need to go top-of-the-line or
commercial grade. Massey
recommends not trying
to do too much, like how
he relies on his standard
domestic oven. “What
you need is your hands,
a starter, great flour, and
interest,” says Kelly Mansell
of Rocket Bakery.
So, if you’re a hands-on learner,
breadbaking might be the hobby for you.
“You can make a cake without touching it,
and that’s not the way it is with bread...”
says Mark McGann of Rocket Bakery. At
Rocket, much of the baking is in the hands
of the overnight bakers (Jake, Michael,
and Xavier), but Mark has jumped in, in a
pinch.“You’ve got to listen to the dough,”
says McGann. “If you don’t listen to it, you’re
fighting it. It responds to kindness. Bread
has a life of its own.”

YUM!
Try Rocket’s new
Saturday delivery service,
$5 delivery for fresh bread
on Saturday morning
(738-2015). Follow
The Old Dublin
Bakery on
Facebook.

Each type of bread has its own quirks,
and every baker has their favourites.
For example, Massey is known for his
phenomenal cinnamon rolls, which took
time to perfect (Though, as Massey says, “I
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What's Going on in the World?
1 USA

They're Growing
Lambs in Bags to Test
Saving Premature
Human Babies
The Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia has developed
a sci-fi experiment gone
right. They have created a
plastic-bag womb, which has
successfully incubated eight
premature lambs.

2 Venezuela

All lambs were "born" healthy.
In other words, the fake
womb works, and the doctors
behind the project say they
will be ready for human
trials within three years.
The plastic bag is kept full of
an electrolyte solution that
simulates amniotic fluid. As
well, there's a tube that sucks
blood out of the infant

and runs the blood through a
machine that oxygenates the
blood, and feeding it back into
the body. The hope is that the
science experiment will one
day be able to keep premature
babies alive and healthy, as
they continue to develop infake-utero. In the US, where
this project is taking place,
roughly 30,000

babies a year are born too
prematurely, and either die or
live with health challenges for
the rest of their lives. A major
struggle is that a premature
baby's lungs can't properly
inhale air yet, resulting in
lung and brain illnesses, if
they survive. This plastic-bag
womb, however, will keep a
premature baby in

folks have
been keeping the "wombs" in
dark rooms, and playing the
sounds of a momma sheep's
heartbeat on repeat.

There are
huge numbers of
Syrians in Lebanon,
but they're not
allowed to work
there.

1

People Are
Dying in Daily
Protests

3

3 Lebanon

Organ Traffickers
Are PreyING
on Syrian
Refugees

2

party’s
The opposition
generous
is calling it an attempt
socialist policies.
on Maduro’s behalf of
No oil money
clinging to power longer,
means a curbing
and gain more power, as
of those
it weakens the National
programs, plus
Assembly (Venezuela's
shortages of
opposition-controlled
food, medicine,
legislative body). Maduro
even flour to
says it’s to promote peace.
make bread, which means
36 people have died during
a loss of faith in the PSUV
the protests, and hundreds
model. Many people and
have been injured by
the Opposition want
crackdowns on
a 2017 election,
protests. Recent
instead, Maduro
footage shows
announced the
a young
creation of a
man gunned
500-member
dead and an
constituent
armoured 		
body to rewrite
car ploughing
the constitution,
into protestors.
to effectively
bypass the
National
Nicolas Maduro PRESIDENT OF VENEZUELA
Assembly.
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Sinister as it sounds,
there are people who
trade in human organs, and
people desperate enough to sell
them a kidney, an eye, whatever.
Recently, the surge of refugees
heading from Syria to Lebanon has been
a morbid jackpot for these organ traffickers. There are huge numbers of Syrians in
Lebanon, but they're not allowed to work there under Lebanese law, so they have no way
to get by. That helps the organ traffickers justify their actions. Kidneys, since you can give
one, and live with only one, are the popular sale, but the same goes for eyes. Organ dealers
have contacts who let them know what they're looking for, and the organ dealers try to
secure it for them. Making matters worse, Palestinians, who were already considered
refugees in Syria, are not eligible to be re-registered by the UN refugee agency when they
arrive in Lebanon, so they live in horribly overcrowded camps, and get very little aid. There
are, as well, many Syrians who arrived in Lebanon after May 2015, at which point the
Lebanese government had the UN stop registering new refugees. Adults are desperate
enough to sell an organ, while their kids beg in the street (kids earn more sympathy),
or they shine shoes, and try to sell whatever they can to passersby. Or worse: wind up
exploited in child labour or prostitution. None of which pays as well or quickly as organ
harvesting (some kidneys fetch $8,000US). The trafficker takes the person to a doctor, who
typically operates out of a rented house.
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Venezuela has seen waves of
daily protests in their streets
against president Nicolas
Maduro, because many
blame his party’s socialist
policies for the dire economic
state of Venezuela, and
because he is perceived by
many to be making moves to
gain more power. His United
Socialist Party is praised
among many, largely for
using Venezuela's oil riches
to balance equality and free
many Venezuelans out of
poverty (its given homes
to a million Venezuelans in
poverty). Others, however,
feel that since the PSUV has
gained power, they’ve made
a mess of the country’s
economy and democratic
integrity. Exasperating
the issue is the fact that
Venezuela has been reeling
from a drop in oil revenue,
which accounts for about
95% of their export revenues,
and was what funded the
NEWS & OPINIONS

the
environment
their lungs are
functional in, so
they can continue to
grow and get all the oxygen
they need to thrive as they do
so. The high tech "placenta"
provides all the nutrients it
needs as well. To really keep
the simulation real, these
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BY FELICITY ROBERTS

townie

1

6

9

10

11

ARIES The quality of decisions begins
to deteriorate after an extended period
of decision making, known as decision
fatigue. Simplify.
TAURUS June is a slow, steady journey
in a positive direction. Communication is
easier as the month progresses.

12

13

16

17

GEMINI There's a lot going on for you
this month. If you're prone to be psychic,
write down your dreams.

LEO Overthinking and overfeeling
are pitfalls now. Throw yourself into
summer's high vibes with total faith in
your heart.
VIRGO The harvest goddess stirs,
thrilling at seeds sown and visions of falls
bounty. Enjoy the process.
LIBRA This is a month that favours
conversation. Get out your cocktail set and
your lawn darts.
SCORPIO Cutting a swath through
distracting energies is harder than wiping
out zombies in Dead Alive's infamous
lawnmower scene. You can do it.
SAGITTARIUS Normally the centaur,
I suggest putting a party hat on your
forehead and becoming a unicorn. A party
unicorn.
CAPRICORN You're slogging through
molasses. Jupiter's turn direct on the 9th
is a chance for progress, the rest of the
month is a chance for hikes.
AQUARIUS Neptune retrograde is
more dangerous for you than other signs
(besides Pisces). Keep a firm grasp on
reality, be aware of emotional pulls.
PISCES Comfortable in a vague and
ethereal ocean of emotion, this month has
real potential. Same advice as Aquarius
applies though.
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1.
2.
3.
5.

The deadly drug causing so many overdoses lately.
Among St. John's
Sarah, who will headline the 2017 Folk Festival.
most curiously named
Hip clothing shop near the War Memorial on Water Street, Model?
streets: Hill O'?
Name of both a dreamy little West Coast town,
4. Patrick who recently won the EJ Pratt
andlocal arts festival.
Poetry Prize for a THIRD time, with his new collection, Octopus.
6. What have Nalcor's profits done in the first quarter
7. Hot seller down at Rocket Bakery and Fresh Foods.
Across
Down
of 2017 (over 2016)?
11. You can't get to St. Pierre & Miquelon without a long drive down this peninsula.
8. drug
Namecausing
of MUN's
3. Among St. John's most curiously named streets: Hill O'
1. The deadly
sosports
manyteam.
overdoses lately.
15. This part of your car was in the news a lot in May.
9.
Very
boastful
town
name just passed Mt. Pearl.
?
Sarah, who
headline
the 2017
Festival.
16. Name of a popular new sport in Labrador, AND popular "Lady" in modern2.music.
10. will
Among
the colours
of theFolk
Republic
flag of NL: swap it
4.18.
Patrick
EJ Pratt
Prize
a
Say itwho
oncerecently
and its awon
berrythe
spread;
say itPoetry
twice and
its for
a Purity
cookie. 3. Hip clothing shop
near the
Memorial
onflag.
Water
with orange
andWar
you get
Ireland's
THIRD
time,
with his
collection,
20. You
can check
outnew
an exhibit
at TheOctopus.
Rooms right now devoted to
12. This word polarizes locals more than any other.
Street, Model?
famed
localatartist
Gerald
who?and Fresh Foods.
The
biggest
seller Coast town, and
7. Hotthe
seller
down
Rocket
Bakery
Name of13.
both
a NLC's
dreamy
little West
21. Legendary John of Music who played two sold out shows in St. John's in5.May.
14. Name of the Fort located across from Signal Hill
11.
can't
to St.
Pierre
Miquelon
without
a long3.
local arts festival.
22.You
A tall
andget
woody
plant,
or to&some
locals,
the number
17. Strange place name: Joe Batt's ?
drive
down
this
peninsula.
23. Percentage by which NL Hydro will be increasing your electricity bill this6.
July.
What have
donethe
in War
the first
quarter
19. Nalcor's
Hip coffeeprofits
shop near
Memorial
on of
Water Street.
15. This part of your car was in the news a lot in May.
2017 (over 2016)?
3.

16. Name of a popular new sport in Labrador, AND
popular "Lady" in modern music.

8. Name of MUN's sports team.

9. Very boastful town name just passed Mt. Pearl.
18. say it once and its a berry spread; say it twice and its
10. revisions.
Among the
RepublicDYER
flag of NL: swap it
songs in numerous
Ancolours of the
According to Ranker.com,
GWYNNE
a Purity cookie.
withprematurely
orange andended
you get Ireland's
flag.
addiction to heroin
Dyer
is
a
famed
Canadian journalist and
all 3 of the following are among
20. You can check out an exhibit at The Rooms right nowhis promising career
in Hollywood.
syndicated
columnist
whose column
12. This
word polarizes locals
more than
any other.
the top
10 "Famous
People
devoted to the famed
local
artist Gerald
who? from
on international affairs is published in
13. The NLC's biggest seller
Newfoundland,"
9 of which
over 75 countries in close to 150 papers,
21. Legendary John
of Music who played
two sold out MOONDOG KING
14. Name
acrossNow
from
Signal Hill
Edward J. "Ed" White
was a of the Fort located
including
Magazine,
Japan Times,
shows in St. John's
in May. but the one woman
are dudes,
Newfoundland wrestler
who
was
actually
New
Zealand
Herald,
Barbados Advocate,
17.
Strange
place
name:
Joe
Batt's
?
22. A tall and woody
plant,
or to some
locals, the numberin the WWF in the 1980s -- the era that
present
ranked
#1: Actress/
and Moscow Times.
19. Hipnames
coffeelike
shop
near the War Memorial on Water
3.
aired famous wrestling
Andre
model Shannon Tweed.
He has also written a
the Giant, JimmyStreet.
"Superfly" Snuka,
23. Percentage by which NL Hydro will be increasing
dozen books, most
and Randy "The Macho Man" Savage.
your electricity bill
this July P. BRYAN
VINCENT
recently Don't Panic:
Moondog King and Moondog Rex once
Wikipedia says Bryan was "a close
Islamic State
won the WWF Tag Team Championship.
behind-the-scenes collaborator of
Terrorism and the
White has won 48 championships in
Charlie Chaplin from 1915 to 1917, who
Middle East (2015)
Canada and around the globe, and
co-directed three Harold Lloyd Films.
and his documentary
wrestled in South Africa as Big John
Bryan was also a composer and lyricist,
works is OscarStrongbo, and in eastern Canada as
called upon in the 1903-1909 production
nominated.
of The Wizard of Oz to introduce new
Sailor White.

3 "Famous" Newfoundlanders
You Might Not Know

CANCER A shake up is on its way in, and
if combined with creative problem solving
skills you become your own best friend.

14

ACROSS: 3 - Chips 4 - Warner 7 - Fish Cakes 11- Burin 15 - Licence Plate 16 - Gaga 18 - Jam Jams 20 - Squires 21 - Prine 22 - Tree 23 - Nine DOWN: 1 - Fentanyl 2 - Harmer 3 - Citizens 5 - Woody Point 6 - Doubled 8 - Sea Hawks 9 - Paradise 10 - Pink 12 - Newfie 12 - Lambs 14 - Amherst 17 - Arm 19 - Fixed
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Star
Gazing
JUNE Horoscopes

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

Experience superior services
using locally made beauty products
that you can take home!
Support local, and smell
and look good doing it!

134 Water Street, 2nd Floor
(709) 747-6300
@ R U BY R O S E B E AU T Y B A R
R U BY R O S E B E AU T Y B A R

"I love this show... The brilliant combination of songs, stories and dances allow
us see their unique personalities... their dreams and their hopes. We see beautiful humans in their beautiful humanness - not individuals with disabilities. I believe this is the way anyone with any type of difference would hope to be seen."
- Kim White, Former ED of Coalition of Persons with Disabilities NL

Come check out our new farm-to-table café, serving a
variety of freshly prepared foods and drinks; using products
from Murray’s Meadow Farm and other local producers.
Show this coupon when you buy (1) coffee, and get (1) coffee free!

Located inside Murray’s Garden Centre
1525 Portugal Cove Road

709-895-2800

NEWS & OPINIONS

ASL Interpretation will be provided for the June 9th performance.
June 14th is a Relaxed Performance for audience members on the autism
spectrum or would prefer a sensory friendly environment.
A Visual Guide is available upon request. Please e-mail
communications@rca.nf.ca.

www.murraysgardens.com
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The
Rooms

is where Newfoundland and
Labrador’s colourful history and

Here you will discover our
widest collection of artifacts,
art and historic records.
STARTING JUNE 19, EXPERIENCE OUR CULTURE
THROUGH TASTE, TOUCH AND SOUND.

www.therooms.ca

#onlyattherooms

creative spirit come together under one roof.

